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Abstract
Scientific reasoning represents complex argumentation patterns that eventually lead
to scientific discoveries. Social epistemology of science provides a perspective on the
scientific community as a whole and on its collective knowledge acquisition. Different
techniques have been employed with the goal of maximization of scientific knowledge
on the group level. These techniques include formal models and computer simulations
of scientific reasoning and interaction. Still, these models have tested mainly abstract
hypothetical scenarios. The present thesis instead presents data-driven approaches in
social epistemology of science. A data-driven approach requires data collection and
curation for its further usage, which can include creating empirically calibrated models
and simulations of scientific inquiry, performing statistical analyses, or employing datamining techniques and other procedures.
We present and analyze in detail three co-authored research projects on which the
thesis’ author was engaged during her PhD. The first project sought to identify optimal
team composition in high energy physics laboratories using data-mining techniques.
The results of this project are published in (Perović et al. 2016), and indicate that
projects with smaller numbers of teams and team members outperform bigger ones. In
the second project, we attempted to determine whether there is an epistemic saturation
point in experimentation in high energy physics. The initial results from this project
are published in (Sikimić et al. 2018). In the thesis, we expand on this topic by using
computer simulations to test for biases that could induce scientists to invest in projects
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beyond their epistemic saturation point. Finally, in previous examples of data-driven
analyses, citations are used as a measure of epistemic efficiency of projects in high
energy physics. In order to additionally justify and analyze the usage of this parameter
in their data-driven research, in the third project Perović & Sikimić (under revision)
analyzed and compared inductive patterns in experimental physics and biology with
the reliability of citation records in these fields. They conclude that while citations are
a relatively reliable measure of efficiency in high energy physics research, the same does
not hold for the majority of research in experimental biology.
Additionally, contributions of the author that are for the first time published in
this theses are: (a) an empirically calibrated model of scientific interaction of research
groups in biology, (b) a case study of irregular argumentation patterns in some pathogen
discoveries, and (c) an introductory discussion of the benefits and limitations of datadriven approaches to the social epistemology of science. Using computer simulations of
an empirically calibrated model, we demonstrate that having several levels of hierarchy
and division into smaller research sub-teams is epistemically beneficial for researchers in
experimental biology. We also show that argumentation analysis in biology represents
a good starting point for further data-driven analyses in the field. Finally, we conclude
that a data-driven approach is informative and useful for science policy, but requires
careful considerations about data collection, curation, and interpretation.
Keywords: data-driven approach, optimization, scientific reasoning, social epistemology of science, formal models, empirical calibrations, high energy physics, experimental biology, inductive patterns

Scientific discipline: Philosophy
Narrow scientific discipline: Philosophy of Science
UDC: 101.1

Sažetak
Zaključivanje u nauci ogleda se u složenim argumentativnim strukturama koje u krajnjoj instanci dovode do naučnih otkrića. Socijalna epistemologija nauke posmatra nauku
iz perspektive celokupne naučne zajednice i bavi se kolektivnim sticanjem znanja. Različite tehnike su se primenjivale u cilju maksimizacije naučnog znanja na nivou grupe.
Ove tehnike uključuju formalne modele i kompijuterske simulacije naučnog zaključivanja i interakcije. Ipak, ovi modeli su uglavnom testirali hipotetičke scenarije. Sa
druge strane, ova disertacija predstavlja pristupe u socijalnoj epistemologiji nauke koji
se zasnivaju na podacima. Pristup zasnovan na podacima podrazumeva prikupljanje
podataka i njihovo sistematizovanje za dalju upotrebu. Ova upotreba podrazumeva empirijski kalibrirane modele i simulacije naučnog procesa, statističke analize, algoritme
za obradu velikog broja podataka itd.
U tekstu predstavljamo i detaljno analiziramo tri koautorska istraživanja u kojima
je autorka disertacije učestvovala tokom doktorskih studija. Prvo istraživanje imalo je
za cilj da odredi optimalnu strukturu timova u laboratorijama fizike visokih energija
koristeći algoritme za obradu velikog broja podataka. Rezultati ovog istraživanja su
objavljeni u (Perović et al. 2016) i ukazuju na to da su projekti u koje je uključen manji
broj timova i istraživača efikasniji od većih. U drugom istraživanju smo pokušali da
utvrdimo da li postoji tačka epistemičkog zasićenja, kada su u pitanju eksperimenti u
fizici visokih energija. Inicijalni rezultati ovog istraživanja objavljeni su u (Sikimić et al.
2018). U disertaciji produbljujemo ovu temu korišćenjem kompjuterskih simulacija da
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bismo testirali mehanizme pristrasnosti koji navode naučnike da ulažu u projekte iznad
tačke epistemičkog zasićenja. Konačno, u prethodnim primerima analiza zasnovanih na
podacima, citiranost je korišćena kao mera epistemičke efikasnosti pojekata u fizici visokih energija. Da bi dodatno opravdali upotrebu ovog parametra u svojim analizama,
u trećem istraživanju Perović & Sikimić (under revision) su razmatrali i upoređivali
induktivne šematizme u eksperimentalnoj fizici i biologiji sa pouzdanošću mere citiranosti u ovim oblastima. Zaključili su da, iako su citati relativno pouzdana mera
efikasnosti u fizici visokih energija, to nije slučaj u najvećem delu istraživanja u oblasti
eksperimentalne biologije.
Povrh toga, doprinosi autorke koji su prvi put objavljeni u ovoj disertaciji jesu: (a)
empirijski kalibrirani model naučne komunikacije unutar istraživačkih grupa u biologiji,
(b) analiza neočekivanih argumentativnih struktura u otkrićima nekih patogena i (c)
uvodna diskusija u pogledu prednosti i ograničenja pristupa zasnovanih na podacima
u socijalnoj epistemologiji nauke. Korišćenjem kompjuterskih simulacija na empirijski
kalibriranim modelima, pokazujemo da je raslojavanje i podela na manje istraživačke
timove epistemički korisno za istraživače u eksperimentalnoj biologiji. Takođe, pokazujemo da je analiza argumenata u biologiji dobra osnova za dalje analize zasnovane na
podacima u ovoj oblasti. Na kraju, zaključujemo da je pristup zasnovan na podacima
informativan i koristan za kreiranje naučne politike, ali da zahteva pažljiva razmatranja
u pogledu prikupljanja podataka, njihovog sortiranja i interpretiranja.
Ključne reči: pristup zasnovan na podacima, optimizacija, zaključivanje u nauci,
socijalna epistemologija nauke, formalni modeli, empirijske kalibracije, fizika visokih
energija, eksperimentalna biologija, induktivni šematizam
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Social epistemology of science studies group knowledge acquisition and aims to understand how this process can be optimized. This contrasts with traditional epistemology,
which focuses on individuals’ knowledge acquisition (Goldman & Blanchard 2016). This
new focus on group knowledge acquisition is accompanied by a shift in the philosophical
perspective. New topics arise from it, including the analysis of information exchange
during deliberation and other democratic processes or on the Internet and social media.
The central hypothesis in social epistemology of science is that members of a group
all together can know more than any individual member of it. This assumption might
be counterintuitive, as we can see that a group of runners will always be slower than
the best runner (Surowiecki 2004), but it becomes clearer when we examine scenarios
in which more complex goals are involved. For example, at Tour de France, a group exploiting “drafting” will be substantially faster than an individual cyclist, because of the
superior aerodynamic properties of this group formation (McCole et al. 1990). Similarly,
when it comes to knowledge acquisition, groups can profit from different backgrounds,
viewpoints, approaches, and skills of their members. The distributed knowledge of a
group – i.e., the potential knowledge that a group can reach when all members share
their private knowledge in the sense of collecting different pieces of the puzzle – is
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therefore usually greater than the knowledge of the most knowledgeable member (Baltag et al. 2013). Another example of this effect is the phenomenon called the wisdom of
crowds (Surowiecki 2004): aggregated knowledge of a large group of agents can outperform expert knowledge. However, the wisdom of crowds is a phenomenon that occurs
only when certain conditions are met, such as decentralization and independence of the
agents (Surowiecki 2004). Each agent should have prior knowledge that she acquired
independently and that she was able to expand on individually. After an adequate
aggregation procedure, a large group composed of such agents will outperform expert
knowledge (Surowiecki 2004).
The shift from individual to group knowledge acquisition also requires a different
approach than the “armchair” one associated with traditional epistemology. To study
the process of group knowledge acquisition and its optimization, we argue for an interdisciplinary approach, combining the expertise of philosophers, computer scientists,
and psychologists, among others. In the next section (1.1), we will first discuss the
topics studied in social epistemology in general and then introduce social epistemology
of science. We will present the contemporary approaches to social epistemology of science, their benefits and limitations, and future directions in the field. These new trends
in philosophy require interdisciplinary approaches, enriching philosophical reasoning
with ideas from logic, computer science, and psychology. They have the potential to
increase the scope of philosophically relevant topics, and thus to increase the reach
(i.e., applicability) of the field of philosophy (Sikimić 2017).

1.1

Topics in social epistemology

Some of the aspects of collective knowledge production that social epistemology studies
are the evaluation of evidence from the perspective of a group and the analysis of
epistemic systems. For instance, it is concerned with questions of how to evaluate
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testimonies of others and how complex epistemic systems such as the citizens in a
democracy or a scientific community reason (Goldman & Blanchard 2016). While
traditional epistemology focuses on knowledge acquired by individual senses, inferences,
or introspection, social epistemology is concerned with questions of how individuals
interact and evaluate each other when acquiring knowledge (Sikimić 2017). For instance,
how do we recognize some people as experts? Or, how do situations arise in which
different experts are forming different opinions based on the same evidence?
Social epistemology also studies group knowledge acquisition and its maximization:
how group beliefs and knowledge are formed in an optimal way. As mentioned above, the
underlying hypothesis of social epistemology is that the knowledge of a group is usually
greater than the knowledge of any individual member, as different group members have
different private information (Surowiecki 2004). This reasoning is supported by another
observation in both academia and industry: diverse groups tend to outperform more
uniform ones (Powell 2018, Hunt et al. 2018).
Theoretical considerations and experience show that group knowledge often does
not reach its maximum potential in practice; handbooks on encouraging participation
in meetings and sharing viewpoints can be found in countless workplaces. One example
of suboptimal information aggregation is the phenomenon of an information cascade:
individuals ignore their private knowledge because of the beliefs of others. When we
choose one of two restaurants only because it is popular, we might be affected by an information cascade. This effect can be frequently observed in tourist destinations. Even
in disciplines guided by science, such as medicine, we can observe information cascades.
One frequently used example is unnecessary tonsillectomy – the removal of the tonsils
often performed in the middle of the 20th century in the United Kingdom (Bikhchandani
et al. 1992), and elsewhere. Although the benefit for patients had not been scientifically
confirmed, tonsillectomies were very common. Still, already at the time, experts in the
field considered the procedure to be unnecessary. Thus, the high frequency of opera-
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tions indicates that they were performed based on an erroneous belief set. Moreover,
the frequency of tonsillectomies varied between regions, further supporting the view
that many procedures were performed because of information cascades among doctors
in certain regions (Bikhchandani et al. 1992).
To develop strategies against such inference mistakes, one first has to understand
the communication patterns between group members that resulted in several groups
forming opinions which contradicted the view of the medical authorities. We must
consider both the private evidence and the evidence from medical authorities presented
to the group, with the understanding that the group’s prediction (i.e., judgment) would
then be made after all the evidence had been presented and discussed within the group
(Baltag et al. 2013).
With the advent of instant messaging and social media, the effect of information
cascades has become a major topic of public debate, and developing ways to avoid them
is now an important topic in interdisciplinary research (Hendricks & Hansen 2014, 2016).
For instance, in an attempt to prevent the spread of wrong beliefs among subgroups,
the popular instant messenger WhatsApp restricted the forwarding of messages in India
after the viral spread of fake news resulted in several cases of lynching (Ryan 2018).
A similar fallacy in group belief aggregation has been analyzed by Hartmann &
Rafiee Rad (2018). They observe that a specific type of anchoring occurs in groups
formed of individually rational agents. The standard anchoring phenomenon occurs
when an individual sets all her beliefs close to her initial belief (the anchoring belief).
However, Hartmann & Rafiee Rad (2018) argue that in the context of group deliberation, the first speaker has the highest impact on the beliefs of all other participants in
the decision-making process.
Another topic studied by contemporary social epistemology is the dynamics of
knowledge exchange within complex systems. This topic concerns the fluctuations of
beliefs in groups such as Internet users exchanging information, voters in a democracy,
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or scientists forming dominant research hypotheses. The last is mainly studied by social
epistemology of science.
The central topics of social epistemology of science include (among others) the division of labor among scientists, their communication practices, and their mechanisms
of knowledge aggregation. One of the field’s central findings concerns scientific communication: interestingly, limiting communication among scientists has been shown
to be epistemically beneficial (Zollman 2007, 2010). However, funding incentives and
other rewards systems in scientific research strongly discourage limiting the information flow between scientists. Scientific communities sometimes form erroneous beliefs,
and, because those beliefs easily spread through a well-connected scientific network, the
scientists entrench themselves. In order to overcome this epistemic dead end, outsiders
with rogue ideas are helpful (Kitcher 1990).
As an attempt to address topics in social epistemology of science using a datadriven method, Perović et al. (2016) used data envelopment analysis to determine which
tendencies influence epistemic efficiency in high energy physics. Their results show
that smaller teams outperform big ones and that the total number of researchers in
each team should be relatively small. We analyze in detail the results of this research
in chapter 3. This interdisciplinary research paves the way for further studies that
will target philosophically-flavored questions with data collected in the field. Such an
endeavor can include joint efforts of data scientists, philosophers, computer scientists,
psychologists, and others.

1.2

Motivation

There are different approaches in social epistemology of science. Some involve agentbased models, e.g., (Borg et al. 2017, Grim 2009, Zollman 2007, 2010), or more traditional philosophical analysis based on case studies, e.g., (Šešelja & Straßer 2014,
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Vickers 2014). However, questions about optimal division of labor or communication
structures in science are also situation-dependent questions and can be answered using
a data-driven analysis. As a broad term “science of science” stands for the transdisciplinary research that treats science as its topic (Ossowska & Ossowski 1964). This
research is largely based on data. For instance, in sociology of science, data-driven
analyses are frequent, e.g., (McLevey & McIlroy-Young 2017, Mutz et al. 2017). We
refer to abstract models as hypothesis-driven and to the ones based on actual data from
a scientific field as data-driven.
Abstract models can be enriched with data and empirically calibrated to give answers to more precise questions, while data-mining techniques should be applied carefully and with previous theoretical considerations. For instance, citation metrics are
not equally reliable measures of scientific performance in every discipline. This thesis
represents an attempt to bridge the gap between these two approaches. In particular, in chapter 6 we present an empirically calibrated model for comparing efficiencies
of different team structures in experimental biology. The data-driven research in social epistemology of science comes with a smaller degree of abstraction, which in turn
provides a clear and straightforward domain for the application of the results. The
interpretation of the research is defined by the data that are used for calibration. In
this case, we used data from qualitative interviews with biologists and analysis of their
existing team structures to model realistic division of labor in biological laboratories.
When we consider that professors have limited time for communication, the results after 1000 simulations show that groups with additional levels of hierarchy perform much
better than centralized groups. The performance further improves when group leaders
communicate with each other. The results also indicate that group leaders should not
have too many students, and that large groups should be decentralized. These findings
match the assumptions interviewees brought up.
Apart from empirically calibrated models, another important data-driven technique
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that can be used in social epistemology of science is data-mining based on different machine learning algorithms and statistical analyses. In chapter 4, we present results from
the statistical analysis of 49 projects from Fermilab conducted by Sikimić et al. (2018).
They analyzed whether there is an epistemic saturation point after which further investments in experiments in high energy physics will not deliver further important results.
This analysis, along with the analysis from (Perović et al. 2016), is based on citation
metrics. Citations cannot always and unreservedly be used as a measure of project
impact. For instance, in social sciences the replication problem is correlated with the
fluctuation of the impact of publications over time (Baker 2015). Perović & Sikimić
(under revision) argue that fields such as high energy physics and phylogenetics exhibit
relatively regular inductive behaviors, which is later reflected in their citation patterns.
Thus, citation metrics represent a good proxy for measuring scientific performance in
these fields. However, they also point out that other areas of research such as plant
biology and the study of pathogenesis do not exhibit these features and are not the best
candidates for citation-based analyses. We address this problem in chapters 3 and 5.

1.3

Structure of the thesis and key points

The thesis is structured as follows.

Introduction
In the introduction, the research subject is situated in the field of social epistemology
of science. Also, we discuss the existing approaches to the optimization of scientific
reasoning. This chapter is partially based on (Sikimić 2017).

Optimization of scientific reasoning
In this chapter, we analyze different formal approaches to the optimization of resources
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in science. The goal of this chapter is the evaluation and classification of existing formal
approaches in social epistemology of science. The main classification criterion is the
demarcation between hypothesis- and data-driven approaches. Moreover, we discuss
general topics related to the application of data in science, such as data journeys and
ways of collecting data.

Optimization of resources within a scientific project: the case of high energy
physics
The goal of this chapter is to show different methods of data-driven analysis, such as
Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA), applied to specific cases in high energy physics. In
particular, we analyze results that demonstrated that smaller teams are more efficient
than large ones. Also, we discuss reasons why contemporary experimental physics is
particularly suitable for operational analysis, while other subjects might not be. In this
chapter results from the co-authored research from (Perović et al. 2016) and (Perović
& Sikimić under revision) are presented and discussed.

Investments in HEP and the halting problem
We explore whether there is the epistemic saturation point in science, after which further
research on the same project will most likely not be fruitful. In this chapter, we will discuss further the results from the co-authored research published in (Sikimić et al. 2018).

Optimization of resources within a scientific project: the case of experimental biology
In this chapter, we analyze whether biology can be suitable for citation-based analysis and which other types of data-driven analysis can be used in order to maximize
epistemic efficiency in the field. We argue that in the sub-fields that exhibit relatively
regular behaviors, such as phylogenetics, the use of citation metrics can be justified,
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while this is not the case for the majority of research in experimental biology. This
chapter is partially based on the results from (Perović & Sikimić under revision).

Empirically calibrated agent-based models
This chapter discusses the potential of empirically calibrated agent-based models and
presents a data-driven model of optimal divisions of labor in experimental biology.
Team structures in science are field-dependent. In biology, laboratories are typically
structured hierarchically. We developed models simulating three different management
styles, ranging from groups with one leader controlling everybody to groups with two
levels of hierarchy. In qualitative interviews performed with biologists, participants
brought up and discussed these structures and their effects on group performance. The
groups with several layers of hierarchy outperformed centralized ones. In this chapter,
we present unpublished results of the author.

Argumentation patterns in life science: a study of pathogen discoveries
Scientific argumentation, as a fine-grained type of argumentation, is a fruitful ground
for formal analyses of different reasoning strategies. In this chapter, the analysis of
argumentation that led to discoveries of disease-causing mechanisms in life science is
examined. This chapter is based on unpublished research by the author.

Benefits and limitations of data-driven approaches
Data-driven approaches are a powerful tool for the investigation of the process of scientific inquiry. There are different ways of collecting data about scientific interaction,
values in science, scientific practice, and so forth. In this chapter, we compare data
collecting using qualitative, quantitative, and mixed methods, where the mixed one is
clearly most informative.
The other big challenge for data-driven approaches is the systematization of the
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data. For this purpose, a field-specific approach has to be employed. After addressing
the problem of data collection and their systematization, we turn to the normative
aspect of public availability of data from scientific projects. Public data availability is
necessary for the ideal of open science, but one must take care to protect scientists’
privacy.

Conclusions and further research
In the final chapter, we summarize the results of this thesis and point towards further
research topics. In particular, we address the Optimist platform, which is the result
of a collaboration between scientists from the University of Belgrade, Serbia and the
Ruhr-University Bochum, Germany. The acronym stands for “Optimization Methods
in Science and Technology” (Optimist 2018).1 The first effort of the collaboration was
gathering data about job satisfaction in physics laboratories via a survey.

1

More information is available on the following link: <http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/optimist-

survey/>.

Chapter 2
Optimization of scientific reasoning
Formal approaches to the optimization of scientific reasoning include 1) hypothesisdriven analyses, such as agent-based simulations, e.g. (Übler & Hartmann 2016, Šešelja
& Straßer 2013, Zollman 2007, 2010), 2) logical models, e.g. (Baltag & Smets 2011), and
3) data-driven modeling, e.g. (Irvine & Martin 1984b, Martin & Irvine 1984,b, Perović
et al. 2016). Hypothesis-driven models make predictions about the consequences of
different epistemic behaviors of scientists; although they do not use empirical datasets,
they are meant to model relevant phenomena of scientific interaction. Logical models
also have explanatory power and make reasoning patterns of the scientific community explicit; they describe optimal and suboptimal processes for updating and aggregating beliefs. Data-driven techniques have been developed in sociology of science.
This approach makes use of real-life data to identify patterns and make predictions,
e.g., (McLevey & McIlroy-Young 2017, Mutz et al. 2017). Finally, hypothesis-driven
models can benefit from empirical calibrations, in the sense that it becomes clearer
whether they model a specific scientific environment. In this way, a data-driven and
hypothesis-driven approach are combined.
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Hypothesis-driven approaches

The social epistemological perspective about which research hypothesis to pursue does
not always agree with the perspective of the individual researcher. For the individual’s
research career, it is often best to explore the most probable hypothesis because this
gives one the highest chance to publish one’s results, even considering that one might
have to publish them in lower-impact journals (Sikimić 2017). It is important to note
that some people are excited to pursue bold hypotheses for intrinsic reasons, or because
they desire a more influential publication, etc. However, for the scientific community
as a whole, it is desirable to have a fraction of researchers pursuing less likely and thus
riskier hypotheses, as demonstrated with examples from history of science and probability models (Kitcher 1990, 1993) and computer simulations (Strevens 2003, Weisberg
& Muldoon 2009). The listed authors claimed that novel, less probable ideas can result
in very influential research; they argued that it could be beneficial for the formation
of the correct belief that scientists work independently of the ideas of their peers. It
should be noted that the methods of Weisberg & Muldoon (2009) are questioned by
other research groups. Alexander et al. (2015) argued that their conclusions were based
on a poor implementation of the rules governing the agents in the simulations.
The assumption that groups of scientists perusing diverse hypotheses outperform
those working in accordance with existing tendencies stands in contrast to one of the
most relevant reward systems in science. Journals follow the same trends as the scientific
community, they mainly publish research within the most cited subfields. This strongly
motivates scientists to direct their research in the same direction, reducing the diversity
of approaches and harming science as a whole. On the other hand, from the community
perspective, it can be beneficial if the scientific workforce is divided into two fractions:
a larger group working on the most probable scenarios, and a smaller group exploring
new areas and less likely hypotheses. Interestingly, some funding agencies do follow this
approach – for example, the European Research Council requires project proposals to
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contain both a relatively safe part and a highly ambitious one. The safe part should
most likely be answered within the project duration, and should also result in some
publication for the involved scientists. The second, more novel and risky part is not
necessarily expected to be successful. Although these novel parts do not produce the
desired results as frequently, they tend to be much more influential and much more
widely published, justifying the invested resources.
In addition to the research direction that the members of the scientific community
take, their communication is a very important part of the scientific process. This
communication affects not only the speed at which scientists reach a consensus, but also
group knowledge acquisition. Zollman (2007, 2010) used computer simulations to study
the relationship between the time needed to reach a scientific consensus and the accuracy
of the conclusions. As expected, a well-connected group reaches the consensus faster
than a less connected one, but this comes with a trade-off: strongly connected networks
marginalize minority positions and thus do not necessarily reach the optimal decision.
In contrast, groups with a smaller degree of connectivity are more successful at exploring
all possible hypotheses and are more likely to reach the optimal group knowledge. These
results favor the proposal to limit the communication between scientists.1 Moreover,
Kummerfeld & Zollman (2015) claim that scientists should sometimes get external
incentives to explore risky hypotheses.
All these and many more studies on the social epistemology of science are based
on computer simulations and logical models, e.g., see (Baltag et al. 2013, Kelly &
Mayo-Wilson 2010). However, they are mostly not data-driven but rely on idealized
assumptions. In this thesis, we will follow a new tendency and use real-world data
to optimize scientific resource distribution and maximize group knowledge acquisition.
While general and theoretical approaches result in good basic conclusions that should be
1

It should be noted that Rosenstock et al. (2017) argued that a decreased connectivity is only

beneficial under very specific circumstances.
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considered when research groups are structured (Kitcher 1990, Kozlowski & Bell 2003,
Zollman 2007), these general arguments can be adapted for the specific requirements of
a scientific field. For instance, in chapter 6 we make an attempt in this direction and
present models based on data about realistic group structures in HEP and experimental
biology. Data-driven approaches usually use data from a specific field and account for
its particularities. While theoretical models can only provide evidence for or against the
hypotheses considered when the model was designed, real-world data might not only
point out that these hypotheses are faulty or insufficient but can also highlight less
understood properties. One further advantage concerns the applicability of the results:
because data-driven models use data from a specific field, they can be immediately
and unambiguously applied to this field. This is important if we want to improve the
efficiency of scientific knowledge acquisition and promote excellent research in times of
budget constraints and beyond (Sikimić 2017).

2.2

Data-driven approaches

We use data-driven approaches to identify efficient projects and make predictions about
the worthiness of project proposals. In general, when we think about scientific resources,
we mainly consider financial, time, and human investments in a research project.
One prominent example of a data-driven analysis that prompted a major shift in
funding schemes was the one conducted by Michael Lauer, the National Institutes of
Health’s (NIH)2 deputy director for extramural research, and his colleagues (Lauer
et al. 2017). They used data about their grants, awarded to more than 70 000 principal investigators over almost 20 years, and showed that the efficiency dropped when a
laboratory was holding three or more standard grants. Considering that scientific productivity fluctuates during one’s career (Way et al. 2017), the NIH decided to redirect
2

The NIH, with its about 30 billion dollar budget, is one of the largest biomedical funding organi-

zation in the world.
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3% of its budget, about 1 billion dollars, from the biggest laboratories to early-career
researchers in order to increase the total number of researchers being funded (Collins
2017). Similarly, new research policies in South Korea redirect some money from large
governmental research projects to individual researchers (Yeom 2018). Even though
such changes might face powerful opposition from the established scientists leading
those large-scale projects, policy makers have begun to understand that supporting individual researchers and small labs and projects is usually more efficient (Cook et al.
2015, Yeom 2018).
To analyze the social epistemology of science, a variety of approaches have been
employed, including different statistical tools and machine-learning algorithms (Kelly
2004, Schulte 2000, Thagard 1988). Recently, Perović et al. (2016) published their
results of a Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) based on data from the high energy
physics laboratory Fermilab. DEA was developed to enable theoreticians and policy
makers to measure production efficiencies without needing to know all possible input
and output combinations. It was first used to assess agricultural productivity (Farrell
1957) and has since been applied to many different industries, including banking, health
care, science, and education. However, to our best knowledge, the analysis of project
efficiencies in high energy physics by Perović et al. (2016) is the first application of
DEA to social epistemology of science. We believe that this approach can be applied to
many more scientific fields and institutions. This highlights the need for philosophers to
collaborate in interdisciplinary research teams to analyze scientific projects with tools
from computer science and psychology.
When we try to understand the output of research projects, we can consider different
measures such as the number of trained researchers, granted patents or publications.
For instance, Perović et al. (2016) focused on the number of citations per paper. As
input parameters Perović et al. (2016) used basic properties of a research collaboration:
the number of researchers, the number of research teams involved, and the project
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duration. While the funding of a project is mirrored in the number of researchers and
the invested time, the number of research teams is relevant for the interactions of the
researchers with each other (i.e., the network structure of the collaboration). While
researchers in one laboratory typically interact closely with each other, the interactions
between researchers from different groups and locations are less frequent. In addition,
Sikimić et al. (2018) studied the project duration in HEP to determine when to stop
an unsuccessful experiment. This external analysis should be particularly useful, as
researchers frequently find it hard to stop projects in which they have invested much
already (Arkes & Blumer 1985). Sikimić et al. (2018) used the accessible data of
the HEP laboratory Fermilab to show how the chance of achieving the desired goal
(e.g., publishing one influential paper) decreases over time. Furthermore, in section 3.2
we will discuss why the specific context of HEP laboratories is particularly suitable for
this assessment.

2.3

Data journeys

Rich information about all accepted and declined proposals requesting the use of the
accelerators hosted by Fermilab is available on the high energy physics repository
INSPIRE-HEP (https://inspirehep.net/). Perović et al. (2016) used this data source
to identify efficient and inefficient experiments conducted in Fermilab. They showed
that smaller teams tend to be more efficient, providing further support for the policy
of funding more junior researchers and their small laboratories. With this data-driven
analysis of projects in high energy physics, Perović et al. (2016) provided a framework
that can be considered in funding decisions to increase the scientific output. The results
from (Perović et al. 2016) are also supported by studies in other disciplines. As we mentioned above, Cook et al. (2015) showed that small life science laboratories outperform
large ones, unless the budget for financing postdocs and PhD students is too limited.
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Real-world data are never complete or error-free. To use them in a DEA, we must
first analyze them carefully. For example, when we obtain data from the INSPIREHEP repository we must consider its historical context, because the data was collected
over several decades. Therefore, some standards, such as the number of authors on
a publication list, have changed over time (Birnholtz 2008). In addition, the value of
academic titles has changed – in the past, seniority was not always associated with a
PhD title.
These data are not only valuable for researchers working on similar topics, but also
in ways that were not originally intended – for instance, for the research in “science
of science”. Unfortunately, in many cases only a very small data portion is made
available, typically in the form of a publication containing the key findings. Moreover,
these publications are frequently protected by paywalls, preventing other researchers
from accessing the findings. How much data is published in databases, or whether only
the conclusions are made available, varies strongly across fields (Gentil-Beccot et al.
2009).
The second big problem concerns the curation of the data. Only when the data are
sorted and searchable they can be useful for other researchers. For example, genomic
data about sequenced organisms are usually made available on specialized websites;
there researchers can search for genes of many species, analyze their relationships, and
study their functions. These websites function as hubs, collecting data from many different institutions, curating them, and making them freely available. However, in many
other fields data are not made accessible for various reasons. The most important ones
preventing researchers from making their data available include considerations about
competition, and a lack of motivation and resources to curate and store the data. To
improve this situation, Borgman (2015) argues that all stakeholders must work together
and promote open databases as the standard. This can only improve if funding agencies encourage and support the open databases and if the publication of databases is
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associated with career benefits. Long-term funding schemes are necessary to provide
support for the IT infrastructure and positions for data curators. Furthermore, researchers sometimes prefer to keep large datasets for themselves as long as they hope to
find useful information in them. This would only change if they can be sure that their
hard work in generating this data is properly acknowledged. One additional problem
concerns data privacy. For example, the Chinese government enforces very strict rules
on the publication and sharing of genomic data. Research institutions and companies
sharing data without the agreement of the government are punished and temporarily
banned from international collaborations that use human genetic resources (Cyranoski
2018). This policy, while understandable from the perspective of privacy advocates,
limits the accessibility of valuable databases generated by Chinese institutions.
Even though the availability of all research proposals, protocols, and positive and
negative results is desirable from the perspective of social epistemology of science, it
also requires a big shift in information exchange and publishing policies. The first step
could be the publication of articles on open access platforms. In Europe, major funding agencies have created an initiative to enforce open access. Partners include the
European Research Council and the national funding agencies of Austria, Finland, Ireland, the Netherlands, Norway, Poland, and several other countries. They will demand
that from 2020 onwards, all research that they support gets published in open access
journals or on open access platforms. They will also prohibit embargo periods (open
access after a certain time, e.g., one year) and hybrid models (publishing in journals
that publish only certain articles open access).3 This initiative has the potential to
change the business models of scientific publishers and make open access the standard.
However, right now, different aspects prevent the publication of articles in open access
journals, including publication fees, quality problems, and psychological aspects, such
3

More information about the funders and their principles can be found on https://www.coalition-
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as peer pressure and individual motivation. Weckowska et al. (2017) analyzed the psychological aspects and suggested a targeted approach to tackle the problems preventing
researchers from publishing in open access journals. They argue that only scientists
with strong motivation will go against the stream and publish in open access journals
unless publication policies change.
In physics, open access is very common, and almost all papers are made available
on open access servers, such as arXiv (Gentil-Beccot et al. 2009). This approach also
manifests itself in online repositories like INSPIRE-HEP, which make external data on
experiments in high energy physics available. Collecting these data is an interdisciplinary endeavor: data is provided by physicists, curated and archived by humanities
scholars, and made available for many different questions, including science policy studies. It is a great example of how open data repositories can help answer questions not
originally intended by the researchers who generated the data.

2.4

Understanding the optimal team structure

How research projects should be structured to perform optimally is a question that funding bodies should consider when making decisions about science policy. Also, research
institutions and department heads should examine the advantages and disadvantages
associated with the team structure and internal communication among scientists. Some
aspects, like the value of interdisciplinary research groups and a healthy proportion of
junior to senior researchers, are supported by diverse funding organizations and institute
bodies, e.g., (Rylance 2015). The question of how researchers within projects should be
structured has also been investigated within social epistemology of science, psychology
of science, and science policy studies (Kozlowski & Bell 2003, Milojević 2014, Olson
et al. 2007). Two contradictory effects about epistemic efficiencies in science have been
singled out. On the one hand, as discussed in section 2.1, a high degree of independence
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among researchers and a high number of researchers is considered beneficial (Jackson
1996). When a high diversity of ideas is encouraged and supported by weaker interaction between researchers, innovative ideas have the chance to flourish and challenge
the mainstream. On the other hand, large and less connected teams are difficult to
manage; they easily suffer from communication problems and the absence of a common
goal.
How much independence is necessary to support the exploration of new ideas, and
how much control is needed to ensure the proper function of a laboratory, mainly
depends on the question the specific scientific project seeks to answer. A project that
tests a set of hypotheses requires a vastly different organization than a project designed
to thoroughly explore a certain natural phenomenon. Therefore, we can employ various
techniques and approaches, and different levels of abstraction, to assess the epistemic
efficiency of various projects and the factors affecting the efficiency (Seijts & Latham
2000).
Many modern scientific studies require diverse competencies and thereby a large
number of scientists working on them. This results in large laboratories or collaborations. In high energy physics, laboratories often consist of hundreds of members with
thousands of collaboration partners. In the most extreme case, the 2015 paper estimating the mass of the Higgs Boson, this resulted in a paper stating more than 5 000
authors – the author list and their affiliations is longer than the rest of the paper (Aad
et al. 2015). How teams of increasing size can be managed and structured efficiently
is a very important and challenging question in science policy studies. Carillo et al.
(2013), Katz (1982), and Von Tunzelmann et al. (2003) studied how the increased size
of research institutions affects scientific performance.
The efficient structures of collaborative teams are also frequently discussed in management studies. In fact, many consulting companies sell the development and application of new structures to their customers. To quantify efficiency, the industry has
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developed various measures, typically focusing on productivity. Increasing productivity
is one of the main goals of industrial companies, especially in saturated markets. By
contrast, in science- and research-driven businesses (like parts of the pharmaceutical
industry), the main goal is the acquisition of knowledge, which cannot be measured as
easily as the output of a production line.
To study the effect of different sizes and structures of research groups, one can use
not only techniques like computer simulations and logical models, but also data-driven
analyses. Data-driven approaches assess the epistemic efficiency of group knowledge
acquisition at various levels of abstraction and are characterized by specific advantages
and disadvantages as outlined in chapter 3. If the necessary data is available and
the field satisfies the conditions, DEA can be used to produce immediately applicable
recommendations.

2.5

Psychology and social epistemology

Several psychological mechanisms influence the efficiency of research projects. These
include factors affecting the individual, such as the sunk cost bias which influences the
time spent on futile research projects (Arkes & Blumer 1985), and group phenomena,
such as the principle of compliance with authority which makes scientists vulnerable
to incorrect beliefs (Cialdini 2001). We will focus on how individuals react to resource
allocation, when to stop unsuccessful experiments, and what the optimal structure of
research teams is.
The first problem, which relates to the number of researchers involved in a project,
is the optimization of resources invested in a project. Even though new expensive technologies might be needed to answer certain questions, they are never sufficient, nor does
the use of expensive technology necessarily correlate with the quality of the research.
Still, judgmental heuristics sometimes link expensive to superior and inexpensive to
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inferior. This psychological effect is frequently abused in marketing, when items are
priced higher because consumers evaluate more expensive products more positively. A
similar effect also influences our judgment when we trust statements more because we
hear them from an expert (Cialdini 2001). In science, we observe a similar effect: judgmental heuristics produce a better evaluation of expensive equipment, as opposed to
smarter work-arounds. Good examples of this judgment can be observed in life sciences,
when expensive technologies (like sequencing) are used to answer questions accessible to
technologies for a fraction of the cost because they can be published in higher-impact
journals. To protect us from such misjudgments, a comparative analysis of similar
projects is very useful. When we include the invested resources in our consideration,
we can establish when a cheaper approach is sufficient and presents a superior epistemic
approach.
The second problem, and the one that strongly affects the involved scientist, is
when to stop an unsuccessful experiment (Sikimić 2017). To stop an experiment, or
any investment, before the desired goal is reached violates the psychological principle of
commitment and consistency. After we have made a commitment (for example, starting
out in a particular research direction), we tend to continue in the same direction.
Even when we acquire novel evidence that would have prevented us from going in this
direction in the first place, we tend to continue in the direction of our original beliefs
(Cialdini 2001). Another psychological fallacy is the already mentioned sunk cost bias
(Arkes & Blumer 1985). For instance, there is no reason to believe that the prior value
of any stock will influence its future value (the prior value is public knowledge, and thus
is included in the value at the stock market); despite this fact, we tend to keep stocks
that have lost value after we bought them because we do not want to write off our prior
investment. Instead, we consider this irrecoverable investment as a part of our decision.
In science, these psychological principles lead to similarly biased investments of financial
and human resources. With the help of statistical tools, we can identify efficient and
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inefficient experiments and define a point of diminishing returns, e.g., (Sikimić et al.
2018). This method provides us with an objective tool with which we can decide to
stop an unsuccessful experiment and identify the best strategy to reach our scientific
goal.
The last problem, the optimal structure of a research group, is especially interesting,
because every principal investigator and every institution can influence it rather easily
(Sikimić 2017). From a global perspective, the group structure is mainly expressed
as the number of groups, the communication structure within these groups, and the
communication between groups. An optimal structure can help to reduce powerful
social effects such as the one imposed by the principle of compliance with authority
(i.e., the observation that group members tend to comply with the incorrect beliefs of
an authority, even when they have evidence disagreeing with this authority (Cialdini
2001)). In addition, information cascades can be avoided by a well-structured group.
When we incorporate all accessible data, such as the number of researchers involved,
the ratio of senior and junior group members, and the number of groups, we can use
a network DEA (a DEA analysis that accounts for the structure of the parameters)
to identify optimal values. Alternatively, we can develop an empirically calibrated
model to simulate realistic team structures in science and evaluate their efficiencies.
We present such models in chapter 6.

2.6

Summary

We discussed how social epistemology could help us make the scientific endeavor more
efficient. We discussed hypothesis- and data-driven models used in social epistemology
of science and their advantages and disadvantages. We highlighted the benefits of formal
models and computer simulations for group knowledge maximization: they can help to
clarify group dynamics and identify phenomena influencing group decisions. Finally,
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we showed how data-driven approaches could help us identify factors associated with
efficient spending and thereby shape how funding agencies such as the NIH distribute
their resources.
One of the main obstacles for data-driven approaches is the availability of the necessary data. We analyzed factors promoting and impeding their availability and discussed
open data as an aspect of open science, which requires the free availability of scientific
data, protocols, and publications. Furthermore, we showed how psychological aspects
influence scientists’ decisions and communication, as well as how optimal research team
structures can help to overcome obstacles caused by psychological principles.
All aspects of a data-sensitive analysis require philosophical considerations: the significance of variables and data points must be established; appropriate hypotheses and
models have to be developed and tested; and data sources should be identified and evaluated. However, data-driven analyses also require input from additional disciplines: for
example, the algorithms for analyzing large-scale datasets are borrowed from computer
science and, when we talk about group structures and scientific reasoning, we need to
include results from psychology. We see that interdisciplinary work provides a great
opportunity for contemporary philosophy to enrich its scope and increase its reach.

Chapter 3
Optimization of resources within a
scientific project: the case of high
energy physics
In the present chapter, we discuss methods that can be applied to improve the allocation
of resources in high energy physics. First, we show that high energy physics is a fruitful
ground for operational analysis based on citations since the field itself expresses an
inductive behavior that can be captured by machine learning algorithms (Perović &
Sikimić under revision). This inductive behavior guarantees a relatively quick, reliable
and stable consensus about the results in HEP (Schulte 2000).
Once we established that the usage of citation metrics is meaningful in this field,
we discuss a variety of different operational analyses that are and could be applied to
external data in HEP, such as the data-mining techniques or citation-based statistical
analyses from (Perović et al. 2016, Sikimić et al. 2018).
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Operational approach

An operational analysis is a special type of a data-driven analysis that provides computable data-driven models. Operational approach (OA) studies are mainly applied in
sociology of science, e.g., (McLevey & McIlroy-Young 2017). However, some philosophically flavored studies have recently been published (Perović et al. 2016, Sikimić et al.
2018). An operational approach investigates numerically expressed relations between
properties of scientific projects such as the number of researchers, the project duration,
the publication outputs, etc. An inductive approach (IA), on the other hand, is an
analysis of scientific learning within a field, e.g., (Kelly et al. 2016, Kelly & Genin 2018,
Schulte 2000, 2018).
Studies presenting OA and IA results are published by different communities. While
studies using OA are usually found in journals publishing about science and research
policy or social epistemology, e.g., (McLevey & McIlroy-Young 2017, Mutz et al. 2017),
IA based on Formal Learning Theory is mainly used in philosophy of science, e.g.,
(Baltag et al. 2016, Kelly et al. 2016, Kelly & Genin 2018, Schulte 2018). Both employ
methods and concepts from computer science.

3.2

Inductive behavior as a constraint to operational
research

In order to identify optimal conditions for generating scientific knowledge, data-driven
analyses can be successfully applied under specific terms. As the citation impact is one
of the major output parameters, the main question is whether the citation record can
serve as a reliable measure of the success of a project. Perović & Sikimić (under revision)
claim that, though this is not always the case, in certain circumstances, citation metrics
represent a reliable measure of impact and can be safely used in a data-driven analysis.
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The criterion used is the degree of regular behavior in a scientific field. In the fields in
which results are found following regular inductive patterns, with a small percentage
of exceptions, the citation record will accordingly be a reliable measure of relevance of
the experiment. This is a necessary, though not the sufficient, condition a field has to
fulfill to be suitable for an OA.
In (Perović & Sikimić under revision), two examples of scientific disciplines with
regular inductive behavior were discussed: high energy physics and phylogenetics. On
the other hand, the authors argue that experimental plant biology does not express the
same regular behavior.
The conservation laws (e.g., conservation of momentum, energy, charge) are the
baseline principles of inductive reasoning in high energy physics. In this area of experimental physics, the consensus about results is relatively quick, stable, and relevant over
long periods of time (decades). The reason for that is its relatively regular inductive
behavior which postulates the conservation principles as the core one. Moreover, the
Formal Learning Theory approach demonstrates that this state of affairs is a result of
a reliable pursuit (Schulte 2000). Thus, based on the inductive analysis, in this case
an operational data-mining technique is favorably qualified. Another example of a subdiscipline with a relatively regular inductive behavior is phylogenetics, which we will
discuss in chapter 5.

3.3

Inductive behavior in HEP

High energy physics or particle physics studies the components of matter and radiation.
The core principles to identify new particles such as the Higgs boson are conservation
laws. Every observation is explained with a model that takes into account the conservation laws.
Formal Learning Theory (FLT) and Machine Learning Theory (MLT) are used to
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describe discovery patterns in the field. FLT is used to identify algorithms and rules
of inference that constitute reliable inductive methods. Parsimonious algorithms that
require a minimal set of rules to explain the results have been shown to be more reliable
than more complex solutions (Kelly et al. 1997). General MLT applies the theoretical
approach of FLT. It is used by physicists to identify formal rules and identify patterns
in scientific reasoning. Thereby, FLT and MLT can be used to reconstruct the scientific
pursuit. This regular behavior that can be detected in HEP is advantageous when it
comes to its suitability for citation-based analyses, because it guarantees a relatively
high degree of reliability of the discoveries.
The second advantage of HEP for quantitative studies is that the consensus is
reached relatively quickly and reliably. The experimental results are rather unambiguous and stable over long periods of time. This allows us to measure the quality
of a project with the help of citation counts. Influential projects result in more cited
publications. Therefore, we are able to track the judgment of the peers by using citation
rates as a proxy. One has to keep in mind that author lists with hundreds of publications prohibits us to properly attribute the contribution of the individual researcher to
a specific project, but it does not prevent us from evaluating the projects. Finally, the
costs of experiments in high energy physics are immense. Because many experiments
require equipment only available at a few or even only one single site, experiments are
usually unique.
Perović & Sikimić (under revision) proposed the inductive test for the applicability
of analyses based on citations. The scientific pursuit has to satisfy the following three
conditions:
1. The pursuit follows inductive rules;
2. The scientific community reaches the consensus about the results relatively quickly
and reliably;
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3. The citation count reflects this consensus.
Several algorithms which reconstruct the inductive scientific pursuit in high energy
physics have been developed (Kocabas 1991, Schulte & Drew 2010, Valdés-Pérez & Erdmann 1994, Valdés-Pérez 1996). They can be employed to model the inductive process
on an experimental dataset. From the OI perspective, the relatively regular pattern
of discovery in HEP together with the publishing and citation tendencies favorably
characterize the use of citation metrics in the field as an informative project output.

3.4

A case study: application of DEA to HEP

Since the research in HEP follows the rules of the IA, one has reason to expect that
an OA will give insightful results. Indeed, there have been several operational analyses
conducted on data from HEP. A three-part assessment of projects in HEP focused on
CERN based on the number of published papers and citations was given in (Martin &
Irvine 1984, Irvine & Martin 1984b, Martin & Irvine 1984b).
Martin and Irvine assessed the performance of the individual accelerators within
CERN, as well as, the performance of CERN in comparison to other HEP laboratories
(Martin & Irvine 1984, Irvine & Martin 1984b, Martin & Irvine 1984b). They gathered
extensive quantitative data to help improving HEP experiments (Figure 3.1). As a key
metrics to compare the laboratory performance, they used the number of published papers and the number of citations. In addition, they presented qualitative data gathered
by interviews with physicists. Both qualitative interviews and citation counts show
a bigger scientific impact of the American laboratories. Especially the Stanford Linear Accelerator Center outperformed other laboratories in the early phases of particle
physics, which was until the late 1970s (Martin & Irvine 1984). In (Irvine & Martin
1984b) major obstacles, such as political questions and the four-year lead of Fermilab,
were discussed as relevant factors preventing CERN to utilize its full potential. On the
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Figure 3.1: Comparison between the input and output of the major laboratories in the period of 1969-1978. The American HEP laboratories Brookhaven,
Fermilab, and SLAC only received about one quarter of the worldwide funding but their
publications got almost half the citations. The figure is based on (Martin and Irvine
1984a).
other hand, they argue, that CERN, being experiences in managing large collaborations, had an advantage over the American HEP laboratories when experiments began
to include hundreds of researchers (Martin & Irvine 1984b). In addition, they foresaw
already in 1984 that experiments in HEP would become too expensive to be financed
by a single country or region and that a cooperative approach between the American
laboratories and CERN would be beneficial. Nowadays, the United States has more
researchers affiliated with CERN than any other country (Cho 2008).
Following (Perović et al. 2016, Sikimić et al. 2018), we will focus our analysis on the
HEP laboratory Fermilab. In (Perović et al. 2016) the history of Fermilab was summarized. Founded in 1967, Fermilab was the first physics mega-laboratory for non-military
purposes established in the US. Researchers there have made several breakthrough discoveries, including the bottom and top quarks, key elements of the standard model
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of particle physics. This made Fermilab one of the most successful HEP laboratories
(Hoddeson et al. 1997, 2009). Only in 2009 the Large Hadron Collider, at the European
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in Geneva, broke the energy record for collision energy, taking over the scientific supremacy of Fermilab (Reich 2011). Nowadays,
Fermilab has a budget of almost 300 million euros and employs more than two thousand
people.
Its development can be separated into four phases with different foci. In the first
phase that lasted until the late 1970s, it housed multiple teams performing hundreds of
experiments. In contrast to other HEP laboratories like CERN or the Lawrence Berkley
Lab, it was not centralized but functioned as a host institution were experimental teams
could assemble and perform their experiment within a specified time period (Galison
et al. 1992, Hermann et al. 1987, Hoddeson et al. 2009, Nieva 1985, Perović et al. 2016).
Between the late 1970s to the mid 1990s, the focus shifted and the number of
experiments was reduced in favor of longer projects lasting several years. Later, in the
third phase, Fermilab became home of the Tevatron collider, the most powerful collider
at the time. It was used for colliding particle beams, resulting in a further reduction
of the number of experiments and increase in their duration. The timeframe between
design, commission and performance of an experiment increased to up to a decade and
the research teams became even larger (Perović et al. 2016). These trends continued
in contemporary HEP at the Large Hadron Collider in CERN. This shift to projects
employing thousands of researchers is much more substantial than the difference we
can observe between the first two phases of particle physics in Fermilab (Boisot et al.
2011). At Fermilab itself the projects became smaller again when the Tevatron collider
was switched off in 2011. The direction of Fermilab shifted from the “energy frontier”
to the “intensity frontier”. Researchers now aim at observing rare interactions of known
particles rather than discovering new particles using higher energies. This shift was
accompanied by a decrease in the team size. While the collaborations working on the
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Tevatron experiments had about 600 members, now the research teams comprise of
about 100 to 200 members (Reich 2011).
The shift between the first three phases of research at Fermilab was gradual. Perović
et al. (2016) and Sikimić et al. (2018) used experiments performed during the second
phase to capture fairly homogenous organizational structures. This means they studied
projects conducted by teams of moderate size. Their analysis is particularly useful
because, despite the very famous examples of research conducted at CERN, the vast
majority of experiments conducted in particle physics is still performed by groups of
moderate size. The analysis of older research projects allowed Perović et al. (2016) to
assess the impact of Fermilab projects quantitatively, based on citations metrics.
Perović et al. (2016) performed a DEA on 27 Fermilab experiments and computed
the efficiencies of the individual performances in relation to the size of the research
groups involved (Figure 3.2). The number of times the publications from the projects
were cited served to establish the performance of the project. This quantitative study
revealed that the efficient research groups were smaller than the groups responsible for
the inefficient studies. The results of the analysis from (Perović et al. 2016) passed
the statistical sensitivity test. They are robust and not influenced by outliers, which
is a common concern when using DEA (Cooper et al. 2004). Also, after qualitatively
analyzing the results, it was confirmed that the algorithm successfully categorized experiments into efficient and inefficient ones. The efficient projects were smaller than
that the inefficient ones both with respect to the number of researchers and the number of teams. These results agree with the work from Lauer et al. (2017) and Cook
et al. (2015) in biomedical research. As we discussed in chapter 2, both supported more
funding for smaller laboratories at the expense of larger ones.
The impact of the team size on the performance observed by Perović et al. (2016)
was high. Even though the projects addressed very different questions, ranging from
the establishment of a new experimental technique to projects focusing on the discovery
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Figure 3.2: Correlations between variables in the DEA model. The table gives
the correlation coefficient between the properties. The number of unknown papers
correlates with the number of researchers. The figure is based on (Perović et al. 2016).
of new facts, the six efficient experiments were performed by very small teams. In half
of the cases the researchers were grouped in only two teams. In contrast, all inefficient
experiments involved a bigger number of researchers – sometimes several dozed primary
scientists – which were divided into six to eleven teams.
Furthermore, the influence of the project duration on the efficiency became clear:
while efficient projects were usually short and lasted between one and seven years, inefficient ones toke up to nine years. This indicates that the prolongation of inefficient
experiments usually does not help to reach ambitious goals, but rather wastes additional resources without big impact. This result can be explained by the psychological
principle of commitment and consistency with previous beliefs: researchers, like all
other humans, have the tendency to prolong unfruitful projects, hoping to justify the
past investments, instead of quitting them to cut the losses (Cialdini 2001). Every
prolongation of a research project should be judged based on future resources that will
be spent during the prolongation, and not based on already invested resources (Sikimić
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et al. 2018).
Despite the fact that politicians sometimes promote large institutions and agglomerations, Bonaccorsi & Daraio (2005) showed that the size measured by the number
of personal negatively correlates with the productivity. They argued that science does
not profit in the same way from the division of labor as industrial production units.
As publications are shared international, scientists all over the world can profit from
the division of labor – this is not limited to organizational boundaries. This is both
true for researchers’ productivity in terms of published studies, and when we include
teaching and other services provided: researchers in smaller laboratories are in general
more productive (Carayol & Matt 2006).
Projects in HEP are too complex to be performed by individual researchers. However, the trend pointing at the highest efficiency of small research groups also agrees
with results by Nieva et al. (1985), who found a curvilinear relationship between the
number of researchers involved in a project and its efficiency. This means that efficacy
increases with adding new research members only up to a certain point, after which it
decreases. Even though, one might expect small experiments to be more focused and
more efficiently managed, bigger research teams benefit from a larger variety of skills
and approaches assembled together. Since larger teams are harder to coordinate, it is
necessary to find the saturation point after which adding new team members becomes
inefficient. With the results of Perović et al. (2016), we can point to a specific threshold, which limits the group size of efficient projects. However, the question of how this
curvilinear relationship develops when we consider a wider organizational structure and
measure the output of more parameters than publications and citations, remains. In
this case it would be interesting to see, whether the general curvilinear relationship
stays intact, or it is sensitive towards the scientific profile and the epistemic diversity
of the involved researchers.
Perović et al. (2016) used a relatively homogenous group of experiments, all per-
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formed at the same institute within the same time period to understand the relationship
between the group size and the efficiency of the project. The numerical results of the
study highlight the value of quantitative studies on specifically defined projects. We
can see how the group size determines the efficiency of the project. This does not mean
that every research goal can be achieved with a small group of scientists; some projects
simply require large interdisciplinary collaborations. However, often investing resources
into smaller projects increases the performance of the institution and thereby benefit
the scientific community. In Fermilab, this approach was introduced in the beginning
of the 1970s during the directorship of R.R. Wilson (Hoddeson et al. 2009). Instead of
aiming at long-term projects performing few experiments with eventually huge impact,
the Fermilab became a turn-around site for many small experiments. Only later, the
policy shifted to long-running strings of experiments.
Similarly to the effect of large groups on the efficiency of individual projects, the
agglomeration of scientific research at central locations leads to a decrease in the productivity of the researchers. Van der Wal et al. (2009) showed that in environmental
research the publication rate and the quality of the publications are negatively impacted
by the centralization. This is particularly interesting to see, because one would expect
reduced costs from centralized facilities providing services to the researchers and a positive impact of the expertise available at these facilities Bonaccorsi & Daraio (2005).
These arguments are often used to justify investments into large research clusters or
institutes. However, it seems that productivity decreases with centralization, and that
the researchers from smaller sites are more likely to publish impactful research. Van der
Wal et al. (2009) argue that two factors mainly contribute to the decline in productivity in large institutions: reduced commitment and communication problems. In large
institutions, it becomes harder for employees to understand the purpose and impact
of an individual contribution. Because scientists are mainly intrinsically motivated
they might be especially vulnerable towards this effect. Furthermore, the time spent
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on communication grows disproportionally with the size of the institution. (Perović
et al. 2016) results indicate that similar effects might apply to HEP. Because upscaling
provides positive aspects as well, the optimal team size depends on the specific requirements of the field. With the help of DEA Perović et al. (2016) were also able to suggest
the optimum for experiments in HEP.
In addition to the agglomeration of research in centralized locations, we can observe
the impact that the location of the institution has on scientific performance. Despite
being more attractive for the researchers as employees and other economic advantages,
research institutions in highly developed urban regions do not provide a positive effect
on the productivity of the researchers in biomedical research (Bonaccorsi & Daraio
2005). A particular example of successfully decentralized research is the Max Planck
Society. Its more than 80 institutes distributed over Germany have an output of high
impact publications only surpassed by the Chinese Academy of Sciences and the Harvard
University, institutions with vastly higher budgets.1
The presented results highlight the impact of the structure of the research groups
and institutions on the epistemic performance. We used the example of HEP research in
Fermilab and embedded the results from DEA by Perović et al. (2016) into the historical
context. In HEP, small collaborations with approximately two teams were singled-out
as optimal by the research in (Perović et al. 2016). Furthermore, we discussed the effect
of the group structure in other disciplines and presented possible reasons for the worse
performance of larger groups. In larger groups the increase in scientific competences is
frequently overshadowed by communication problems.

1

For more details, please consult:

https://www.natureindex.com/news-blog/twenty-eighteen-

annual-tables-ten-institutions-that-dominated-sciences.

Chapter 4
Investments in HEP and the halting
problem
In computer science the halting problem stands for the question of whether an algorithm together with specific input values will terminate or not terminate – halt, at any
time point. Turing proved that no general algorithm could determine this for every
given computer program and input (Turing 1937). The time needed for a program to
terminate or not terminate is the basis for determining the complexity of a procedure.
Inspired by this fundamental question in computability theory, we refer to the problem
of whether a scientific project will be fruitful or futile after a certain period of time,
i.e. whether there is an epistemic saturation point in experimentation, analogous to the
halting problem in science. In the literature on stopping rules, researchers investigate at
which point it is optimal to stop gathering data and start analyzing them, e.g. (Stanev
2012, Steele 2013). In our research, we are interested in understanding at which point
scientists working on large projects in HEP should stop investing in a project that is
failing to produce results. Since this question is data- and field-dependent, the appropriate way of answering it is via data-driven analyses. How reliable the results of the
analysis will be, depends on whether there might be a pattern that governs discoveries
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in the field. Often, such a pattern cannot be established. Still, an approach based
on citation metrics is meaningful and informative in the field of experimental physics
because of its inductive nature (section 3.3).
In order to tackle the question of an epistemic saturation point in HEP, Sikimić et al.
(2018) employed a data-driven statistical analysis. The investments in HEP projects
are extensive: they include the constructions of costly equipment, its maintenance,
employment of numerous academic staff members and technicians over long periods of
time, etc. Thus, Sikimić et al. (2018) considered project duration and team members
as important parameters for establishing projects’ efficiency in HEP.
When it comes to the time invested in an experiment, one should distinguish between
two important parts of each project: the time spent on gathering data, and the time
spent on analyzing them. For instance, the INSPIRE HEP database provides very rich
information about the time spent on each experiment conducted in Fermilab. From the
perspective of the scientific community, the time spent using the expensive Fermilab
technology is costly. For each day of the experiment, there is a tough competition
between research groups and ideas, because many scientists from different institutions
want to use the technology simultaneously. In contrast, the time spent on analyzing the
results might not be as expensive because it does not involve the usage of excessively
costly equipment, technical staff or other scarce resources. Furthermore, most research
at HEP laboratories is performed by guest scientists from various institutions. They
are not paid by the HEP laboratory while they are working on the site, nor when they
are analyzing the data. Therefore, they do not cost the laboratory. However, while
they are working on the experiment, they use very valuable equipment owned by the
laboratory, and require support from the technical and scientific personal on the site.
The time between the start of a project and the publication can be influenced by
many external factors, such as the delay between the acceptance of an article and the
final publication of it. For example, some experiments took only a few months, but the
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related publications only appeared in the next years.
When Sikimić et al. (2018) evaluated the efficiency of scientific projects, they focused
on the time spent on performing the experiment at the site. However, when they
analyzed the longitudinal data on the performance of individual experiments, they
followed the project from the start day until the last publication. This allowed them
to show how fast one can expect a publication from a project and how the output
developed over time.

4.1

Method

In (Sikimić et al. 2018) the correlations between these investments and scientific outputs
were investigated for Fermilab projects that belong to the middle period of HEP, i.e., the
period between 1975 and 2003. In the middle period, experiments in Fermilab belonged
to the largest physics experiments both in terms of the accelerators used and the size
of the collaborations. During this period, Fermilab constructed the Tevatron particle
accelerator, which was at the time the collider operating with the highest energies on
earth. It was, for example, used to discover the top quark, the last missing particle
of the standard model. The period is also particularly instructive for today’s science
because already then experiments started to last longer than scientists typically stay
in one position. Sikimić et al. (2018) opted for the middle period of the development
of HEP because the time distance allowed them to access the impact of the projects.
They analyzed the impact of the time between the project start and the moment of
publication.
The authors employed a data mining technique on external data about 49 experiments extracted from the INSPIRE HEP database to analyze the correlation between
the quality and quantity of the publications and the resources invested in a project
(Sikimić et al. 2018). They focused on the number of researchers and research teams
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involved, and the time invested in each project and analyzed how the publication output of the projects developed over time. Papers were classified into the following six
categories according to the classification provided by physicists 1 :
1. famous papers (250 + citations);
2. very well-known papers (100–249 citations);
3. well-known papers (50–99 citations);
4. known papers (10–49 citations);
5. less known papers (1–9 citations);
6. unknown papers (0 citations).
To evaluate the impact of the paper as objectively as possible, self-citations were
excluded. As we described in section 3.3, the consensus on results in high energy physics
is reached relatively quickly and it remains stable over long time periods (Schulte 2000).
This allows us to use the number of citations as a rather good proxy for the impact and
value of each experiment. As a last selection criterion, Sikimić et al. (2018) removed
linked experiments but instead analyzed experiments that started from scratch.

4.2

Results

Sikimić et al. (2018) first analyzed the time while experiments were running. This
analysis revealed an epistemic saturation point and a clear cut between fruitful and
futile projects for research in HEP. Interestingly, all but one project resulting in more
than one very well known or famous publication were finished after less than three
years, resulting in a negative correlation between the time spent on a project and the
output of highly regarded papers (Figure 4.1).
1

This classification is provided on HEP Inspire platform.
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Figure 4.1: Publications per time. The figure is based on the unpublished results
by Sikimić, Radovanović, and Perović.
In contrast, the number of less cited papers increases over time, highlighting that
researches continued to invest valuable resources into their projects far beyond the
epistemic saturation point. A further important result concerns the separation between
fruitful and futile projects: papers with at least 50 citations correlate strongly with each
other while papers which are cited less than ten times or are not cited at all cluster
together (Figure 4.2). As the number of those less cited papers increases over time these
results further highlight that the epistemic saturation point has been passed before.
However, this result is also valuable from another perspective: the clear separation
between fruitful and futile projects and the epistemic saturation point is usually supported by the citation frequency of several papers, supporting the view that the number
of citations of individual papers is a good proxy for the value of the research conducted
within a project. Another interesting point is that the number of less cited papers
correlates with the number of researchers and the time spent on the project (Figure
4.3).
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Figure 4.2: Table of correlations between the number of publications in each
category. Note that highly cited papers (top left) and not well-cited papers (bottom
right) clustered together. The figure is based on the results from (Sikimić et al. 2018).

Figure 4.3: Correlations between the time spent on a project and the team
structure. The time spent on a project and the number of researchers correlate with
the number of less cited papers but not with the number of highly cited ones (based on
(Sikimić et al. 2018)).
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Figure 4.4: Publications per project from the starting date. The figure is based
on the results from (Sikimić et al. 2018).
In addition, Sikimić et al. (2018) analyzed in which points of time the project results
get published and how influential these publications are. They were able to identify an
epistemic saturation point that occurs relatively early – three to four years after the
project start. After this timepoint, the chance to publish well-known or famous papers
decreases by one half every two years (Figure 4.4). These results are in accordance with
the trend observed for the project duration: longer projects usually do not result in
influential publications (Sikimić et al. 2018). There are occasional outliers, i.e., papers
that are published even one decade after the project start. However, the low frequency
of such publications should be considered when decisions about the prolongation of
projects in high energy physics are due.
It is important to note that the project duration was not dependent on funding
schemes, since each project applied for the time researchers found fit. In the analyzed
data, the maximal duration of projects was seven years, and 16% of them took more
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Figure 4.5: Duration of the analyzed projects.
than four years, which we checked for the purpose of this thesis (Figure 4.5).

4.3

The sunk cost bias and the halting problem in
science

We assume that scientists are in general aware of the negative correlation between
project duration and publication output such as the one observed by Sikimić et al.
(2018). However, some scientists continue to invest in their own projects long after
they crossed the epistemic saturation point. This can be explained by psychological
mechanisms such as the principal of commitment and consistency. This psychological
principal is responsible for the pressure of the scientists to remain in agreement with
their previous beliefs, despite novel evidence (Cialdini 2001). While some degree of
persistency is expected from a good scientist, as discussed above, the principal of commitment and consistency can motivate scientists to continue investing in unsuccessful
projects, because they previously committed to them. The results by Sikimić et al.
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(2018) could be explained by this effect. The authors did show that the total number
of papers correlates positively with the duration of the project. However, the increase
in the number of publications was not mirrored by citations of the results. In fact, only
the number of low-cited papers increased with time (Sikimić et al. 2018).
A second psychological mechanism associated with the prolongation of futile projects
is the sunk cost bias. While the principal of commitment and consistency prevents us
from changing the directions because we feel committed to our prior beliefs, the sunk
cost bias motivates us to continue investing in futile projects because of our prior
investments (Arkes & Blumer 1985). Humans have a tendency to keep pursuing their
initial projects, because they do not want their investments to fail. The bigger the
initial investment in a project is, the stronger is the pressure to deliver the desired
results.
The sunk cost bias motivates a consumer to drive to an event through a snowstorm
because she already invested money in the tickets. On the other hand, if she had gotten
the tickets for free, she would not have gone (Thaler 1980). Sweis et al. (2018) showed
that this psychological effect is a very basic psychological principle that both human
and non-human animals follow. They analyzed how long humans, rats and mice are
willing to wait for a reward. They showed that the sunk cost bias exists in all these
species and that it depends on the previously invested time.
In order to understand better the effect that the sunk cost bias might have on scientists, we turn to computer simulations which we discuss in more detail in chapter 6.
With our agent-based model we can show that the sunk cost bias is an individual bias
and not a group effect. We simulated the communication between scientists for 200
rounds. In each round, the agents interacted with all connected agents and updated
their beliefs by a fraction of the beliefs of their interaction partners. We considered
completely connected, centralized, hierarchical, and weakly-hierarchical group structures (Figure 4.6). As outcome, we calculated how fast the agents reach a consensus
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about a hypothesis. The outcome of the individual simulations depends on the initial
beliefs of the agents, which is normally distributed around an undecided state. To
account for the sunk cost bias, we introduced a threshold: agents only change their
opinion when the evidence for the opposite view is 10% higher than the evidence for
their prior belief. The results show that the sunk cost bias is independent of the group
structure. It affects scientists organized in completely connected groups in the same
way as scientists in centralized or hierarchically structured groups (Figure 4.6). Therefore, we cannot rely on optimal team structures to fight the sunk cost bias. Instead we
have to focus on warning scientists about the risks of suboptimal choices. The analysis
of Sikimić et al. (2018) is an example of such an attempt. It provides background information based on which scientists could reconsider their decisions about experiment
prolongation. For instance, after initial investments in a project, scientists might be
incentivized to continue applying for the continuation of their project because they
do not want that their investments are in vain. However, evaluation committees can
consider that there is a tendency of reaching an epistemic saturation point and decide
accordingly.

4.4

Conclusions

In summary, the analysis of project duration highlights two important observations:
HEP project outputs have an epistemic saturation point which should be considered
when decisions about the prolongation of the project are due. Longer work on the
project usually only results in a higher number of less influential publications. The
first analysis showed that the total output of impactful papers of a research project is
larger when the time conducting the experiments is relatively short. The second one
showed that this also holds true for every single experiment: the most famous papers
are published shortly after the project start. Furthermore, publications with many
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citations as well as publications with few or no citations cluster together, supporting
the hypothesis that there is a clear cut between fruitful and futile projects (Figure 4.1).
Still, physicists kept investing in inefficient projects after the saturation point. The
reasons behind these decisions most likely involve the sunk cost bias and the principle
of commitment and consistency with previous beliefs. Using computer simulations, we
demonstrate that the sunk cost bias is not influenced by the group structure. Thus, in
order to overcome this fallacy, researchers need to be aware of the epistemic saturation
point in their field. A data-driven approach has the potential to deliver an external
guideline to fight these psychological fallacies and thereby benefit science.
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Figure 4.6: Agent-based models of group dynamics. In the first column, the
analyzed group structures are visualized. Each agent is represented as a red or green
dot; the color indicates the final belief in one simulation. The connections between
agents are represented as lines. In the second and third column, the individual beliefs
of all agents in three simulations are plotted, each simulation is shown in a different
color (second column: standard model; third column: model with sunk cost bias). The
last column shows the speed of convergence to a consensus. The standard model is
represented with blue, while the model accounting for the sunk cost bias with green
color. The sunk cost bias is responsible for a small delay, but it does not affect the
overall outcome of the simulations.

Chapter 5
Optimization of resources within a
scientific project: the case of
experimental biology
The consensus on results in contemporary experimental biology is, in general, less quick
and stable in comparison to high energy physics. The reason for this is that the nature
of research in biology often allows for exceptions of the strict inductive rules that would
ideally govern scientific discovery (Perović & Sikimić under revision). The answers in
biology cannot be easily computed because many research parameters are open for different interpretations. Even when a current view is prevailing, other views frequently
remain supported by at least some researchers and schools. In addition, the consensus
in biology is often unstable over time and citations do not necessarily reflect the relevance of the publication. Contopoulos-Ioannidis et al. (2008) analyzed the impact of
highly cited publications on medical practice. They focused on publications cited more
than 1000 times. Only one from 101 analyzed claims had an extensive application in
medical practice. In addition, the median time lag between the first formulation of the
hypothesis and the first highly cited publication based on this hypothesis was 24 years.
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This shows that very long time periods pass between the discovery of the hypothesis
and its translation into medical practice. Furthermore, the majority of highly cited
claims did not deliver to the expectations.
Prevailing views in biology are often influenced by external aspects in addition to
the presented facts, such as the reputation of the researchers advocating them. As we
will discuss in chapter 7, the discovery that the human papillomavirus causes cervical
cancer was hampered by the language barrier. When Harald zur Hausen first presented
the findings of his group showing the correlation between the virus and cancer, his
presentation was dismissed in part because of the language barrier (Cornwall 2013).
Still, we can find some subfields of biology which exhibit stricter inductive behavior
and their discoveries can be captured by machine learning algorithms. One of these
subfields is phylogenetics, the study of evolutionary relationships.

5.1

Inductive behavior and phylogenetics

Phylogenetics is particularly suitable to be analyzed in a similar way to HEP, because its
basic principle – the principle of parsimony – functions analogously to the conservation
principle in physics (Perović & Sikimić under revision). The principle of parsimony is
based on the idea that a change between a common ancestor and the analyzed species
is unlikely. Therefore, the best hypothesis describing the evolutionary relationships
between any number of species, is the one that requires the fewest evolutionary changes
(Yang & Rannala 2012). As virtually all researchers agree on this basic principle, the
consensus is reached efficiently.
Even though this general principle is guiding the construction of all phylogenetic
trees, the prevailing views about the relationships between organisms are not always
constant. It can change when new technology supersedes older approaches. In the
pre-genetic era scientist first compared morphological differences between species and –
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after they understood the importance of the embryogenic pattern formation processes –
the embryogenesis (Perović & Sikimić under revision). Now, as sequencing got cheaper,
genetic sequence comparisons became the gold standard of phylogeny, resulting in the
term phylogenetics. While in the beginning of this new era researchers focused on short
conserved fragments, they nowadays focus more and more on whole genome comparisons. All these shifts resulted in changes in the phylogenetic trees which are considered
to represent the current view of the evolutionary relationships. The shifts in technology
are associated with changes in the consensus. It is important to note that these changes,
which are every time based on increased knowledge, follow an inductive pattern and the
change only results from including more data into the model. The inductive principle
of parsimony remains the criterion of selection of hypotheses.
As we have seen in chapter 3 we can use machine learning to infer the efficiency
of HEP projects independent of the underlying experimental process. Machine learning uses a learning dataset to construct a model that is then applied to new cases.
The reasons for the decisions of the algorithm are frequently not accessible but still
highly reliable. They are not only able to beat humans in chess and go but also assess
immensely complicated medical databases to find patterns inaccessible for the human
brain. In phylogenetics however, biologists use simple models, which are based on the
principle of parsimony. To assess them with an OA, we can therefore study the relevant
algorithms.
As mentioned earlier, phylogenetic evolutionary relationships are based on sequence
comparisons between different species. Usually, scientists focus on the comparison of
conserved genes, genes which are present in the whole clade analyzed, these genes are
aligned and then the differences are evaluated. How these genes are aligned and how
changes are evaluated might differ. For example, in some analyses, only conserved
regions will be considered, while others might use the whole gene. Furthermore, not
every change in the encoded protein has the same result, as some of the 20 amino acids,
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the building blocks of the proteins, are more similar to each other because of their
charge or size. This results in unequal exchange rates between the amino acids. As
these similarities are based on the chemical properties of the amino acids, the exchange
rates are fairly constant over most proteins. Scientists have included this observation
into their models and calculated numerical scores of the likelihood of any amino acid
change into any other amino acid, based on the observed exchange rates in a large
number of homologues proteins. These are proteins that share the same origin. When
a tree is constructed not only the number of changes is considered, but also their
likelihood. Algorithms consider these likelihoods and reconstruct the trees containing
the minimal number of unlikely mutations (Perović & Sikimić under revision).
To illustrate this, we can construct a tree that requires the minimal number of
changes starting from the three sequences AAA, AAB, and ABB. When we assign the
expected frequency 1 to a change between A and B we can construct different trees 5.1.
To reach the smallest number of changes, AAA and AAB should be grouped together,
and ABB closer to AAB than to AAA. This requires one change between AAA and the
common ancestor of AAB and ABB, and another change between AAB and ABB 5.1
b). Any other tree requires additional mutations, see for example, 5.1 c).
While this can be easily seen and calculated in the case of three sequences of length
three, it becomes increasingly hard if there are more sequences of greater length. In fact,
the construction of the optimal tree is considered an np-hard problem, meaning that it
can only be computed by comparing all possible combinations, a task which becomes
impossible for large datasets. To resolve this issue, scientists developed algorithms that
can approximate the optimal tree in more efficient ways.1 .
This approach in general results in a reliable tree, but of course also a rather objective algorithm has to be fed with adequate data. The main difference arises from
the used sequence information (Perović & Sikimić under revision). In the beginning of
1

For more on this topic, the reader is referred to (Yang & Rannala 2012)
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Figure 5.1: Optimal and suboptimal tree of the sequences AAA, AAB, and
ABB. a) Table of necessary exchanges between the three sequences; b) optimal tree,
when we define AAA as last common ancestor only two changes are necessary; c)
suboptimal tree with ABB as last common ancestor. This tree requires three sequence
changes because the mutation B→A has to occur both between ABB and AAA, and
between AAA and AAB.
the genomics era scientists focused on particular stretches of DNA to establish relationships: for bacteria they focused on the 16S rRNA, an essential component of the protein
biosynthesis machinery. However, when sequencing became cheaper, it was discovered
that, even though closely related species share similar 16S rRNA, the reverse is not
true. Species with extremely similar 16S rRNA can strongly differ when we look at
the whole genome (Stackebrandt & Goebel 1994). This observation provides another
example of how a shift in technology resulted in a change of the perceived view on the
correct reconstruction of phylogenetic trees. With next-generation sequencing technology becoming cheaper than ever we are now able to sequence the whole genome of even
complex organisms. For example, the sequencing of the genome of a human which took
more than ten years when it was first conducted by the human genome project now
takes only a few days and a single researcher. Therefore, scientists nowadays usually
use whole genome data for phylogenetics.
One of the most common problems answered by phylogenetics is the identification
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of proteins with common origin. This is important when we need to identify proteins
related to the ones implicated in any human disease. Their relationships are usually
being evaluated with the help of specific databases. They contain information on how
frequent we observe any amino acid exchange in other homologues proteins. For example, BLOSUM62 contains the frequency of every possible amino acid exchange between
proteins with a similarity of 62% (Henikoff & Henikoff 1992). To every exchange between the two proteins of interest a score is assigned. Also, insertion and deletions
are scored and a final similarity is calculated. Since every researcher can choose the
database and the penalties for insertions and deletions, the final tree may vary at least
in details (Perović & Sikimić under revision).
A much bigger effect comes from the decision which data is used for the tree reconstruction. While we could easily just compare the whole sequence to get an “objective”
results, this would not necessarily result in a meaningful tree: what matters for the
function, and therefore also for the evolution, are the conserved domains in the proteins. Some domains are very conserved, because every mutation in it will destroy the
function, others are hypervariable. Which part we focus on depends mainly on the question, if we want to find a receptor binding the same hormone in another organism we
want to focus on the binding domain, when we want to understand the relationship of
highly similar receptors in an evolutionary context we would focus on the hypervariable
regions, because they provide the highest amount of information.
What we discussed above mainly applies to the binary trees that are commonly used.
They are very valuable for the phylogenetic reconstruction of the relationships of plants
and animals, but they are based on an important assumption that is often overlooked.
In most species similar genes are derived from common ancestors and mutate over time
(“molecular clock”). However, there are other ways to acquire a sequence. For example,
bacteria are able to acquire DNA from other bacteria. Because of this mechanism
they can easily gain resistance against an antibiotic if there are other bacteria in the
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surrounding are already resistant. The presence of extremely similar DNA fragments
in bacteria is therefore not conclusive evidence of a close relationship.
This short introduction into the constructions of phylogenetic trees highlights one of
the core problems in the study of evolution. We can only access the currently existing
species and we have limited data about extinct species. All conclusions about the likely
properties of the last common ancestor are therefore based on models and probabilities.
How these properties are weighted, and which possibilities are included, changes over
time as new data sometimes challenge established ideas. Nevertheless, the phylogenetic
trees are usually robust, and changes in their reconstruction require breakthroughs in
technology or in our understanding of the inheritance of genetic material.
The results are relatively robust because the principle of parsimony, which is the
basis for all kinds of phylogenetic analyses, is an efficient method to generate rules.
The scientific reasoning mainly follows an inductive process (Perović & Sikimić under
revision). Because the models which are used for phylogenetic reconstruction are based
on parsimony, the scientific pursuit passes the machine learning test.
However, this only shows that the results follow inductive rules, but it does not prove
that the output, the publications and their impact, follow them as well. To be suitable
for an operational analysis based on citations, the citation metrics in the field has to
correlate with the relevance of the research project. This condition is more difficult
to satisfy, as the citation counts are influenced by many additional factors. While any
proposed change in the phylogenetic history of mankind is heavily discussed and cited,
the reconstruction of the phylogenetic tree of any other genus raises far less attention.
And even though databases with the phylogenetic information are frequently used by
researchers, they are rarely cited. This contrasts with HEP, where the correlation
between citations and scientific relevance is investigated and argued for (Perović &
Sikimić under revision). Hence, to assess the citation patterns objectively, further
investigation is needed.
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Inductive analysis in other areas of biology

Phylogenetics is only one of many subfields of experimental biology. In other research
areas many different principles and approaches are applied, hence IA and OA cannot
easily be applied in the whole field. One of the main problems is that the consensus is not
reached in a straightforward manner. Frequently new studies challenging established
views and promoting unorthodox hypotheses are published in high-impact journals.
They are heavily discussed and cited only to disappear over time (Perović & Sikimić
under revision).
There are many reasons why this is the case. The results discussed in scientific
studies in biology are usually not hard facts, but rather interpretations of the available
data: authors might use this data either to develop a new model or to support a model
they had previously developed. Other researchers with opposing theories in mind might
interpret the facts very differently (i.e., in the way which supports their own working
hypotheses).
Furthermore, the career and funding incentives in science promote a culture of publishing exciting and highly-cited articles fast, instead of careful work with more than
the absolute minimum of controls. Heesen (2018) claims that the scientific reward
structure motivates rational agents to publish non-reproducible research. While publishing non-reproducible research has a negative impact on the performance of science
as a whole, it can provide career advantages for those researchers. Specifically, Heesen
(2018) argues that the harm of publishing non-reproducible research for the community
is greater than the penalty for the individual scientist. This results in a high number
of papers being published in high-impact journals that cannot be replicated (Pusztai
et al. 2013). Reasons for their non-reproducibility can include deliberately vague descriptions of methods, which is a common way to prevent competitors from making fast
progress on the newly published results. Even deliberately faked results are sometimes
published. Because of the overproduction of publications, researchers can usually as-
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sume that they will not be caught. Moreover, even when caught, their work is rarely
retracted. In most countries the involved institutions are the ones that would have to
pursue an investigation. One last big problem is the expectancy bias in published work.
In almost every case, authors only mention experiments that support their explanation
(Perović & Sikimić under revision). Fire’s early work on RNA interference is an exception: even though it challenged his main conclusion, he published results stating
that the proposed orientation dependence was not as absolute as he claimed (Fire &
Moerman 1991). Although he did not understand this observation back then, he and
Mello received the Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine in 2006 for their discovery
and later explanation of the phenomenon. However, in general, all these factors slow
down consensus because they interfere with the replication of experiments (Goodman
et al. 2016).
When it comes to the interpretation of the results, the sheer quantity of phylogenetic
studies makes the field accessible to machine learning algorithms. In contrast, many
fields in experimental biology rely heavily on images as main results – but how these
pictures are taken and analyzed, and which particular picture is chosen for publication,
depends on the scientists analyzing them, and on their prior knowledge and beliefs
(Perović & Sikimić under revision). A good example of this problem is the pathological
assessment of the cancer stage. In this case we can assume that every pathologist has the
best intentions, but (Vestjens et al. 2012) still found that even when the same samples
were used only 83% of the diagnoses of local pathologists agreed with an independent
review. This reveals how difficult it can be to interpret complex pictures. While these
issues in routine medicine might become accessible to a more sensitive and objective
artificial intelligence because of the wealth of training data (Ehteshami Bejnordi et al.
2017), experimental science will continue to be vulnerable to biased interpretation, and
double-blind experiments are still very uncommon in academic research.
Another problem affecting reproducibility concerns the experimental conditions. Ex-
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perimental conditions in phylogenetics are usually not as clearly defined as in experimental particle physics, and even when described as clearly as possible they leave
significant room for interpretation. Some experimental conditions are difficult to control, such as the quality of light, room temperature, the humidity, the quality of the
soil in plant biology, etc. By contrast, researchers in particle physics frequently use the
exact same accelerators and detectors for different experiments. The same technical
personnel might even be involved in the execution of different experiments, making it
substantially easier to understand and replicate the experimental procedures (Perović
& Sikimić under revision).

5.3

Non-parsimonious results

The scientific community and reviewers of scientific studies adjust the amount of supporting evidence necessary to accept a hypothesis to account for the perceived likelihood
of the hypothesis being correct (Perović & Sikimić under revision). Hypotheses contradicting common beliefs or teachings (i.e., non-parsimonious ones), which require other
views to be corrected, require more time to be accepted – if they ever are. This bias
against novelty has been studied recently. Wang et al. (2017) showed that despite
having a bigger impact on the field, novel results have a delayed recognition and are
more frequently published in low-impact journals. Of course, reviewers might have very
different views on which explanations are parsimonious, depending on their prior knowledge and their own opinions. This can result in one reviewer rejecting a manuscript
for lacking proof for its exceptional claims, while another reviewer rejects the same
manuscript for providing no new insights. The effect becomes obvious if we examine
the impact of star scientists: after a premature death, non-collaborators publish more,
while former collaborators publish less. The papers of the non-collaborators are also
disproportionately likely to be cited highly (Azoulay et al. 2015). This shows that some
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scientists block the promotion of novel and important results; new ideas only get the
credit they deserve if the established scientists clear the way.
The discovery of prions as the cause for scrapie disease is a good example of how
long it can take for non-parsimonious explanations to be widely accepted. The protein
hypothesis, originally proposed in 1967, challenged Koch’s second postulate requiring all
infectious diseases to be caused by a self-propagating organism. The prion hypothesis is
now widely accepted, and Prusiner was awarded the Nobel Prize 1997, but between his
now-famous study in 1982 (Prusiner 1982) and the final proof when mice infected with
prions developed scrapie, many years went by before this view became the consensus
(Soto 2011, Perović & Sikimić under revision).
Zur Hausen faced similar opposition when he originally proposed that the human
papillomavirus is the main cause of cervical cancer (zur Hausen 2009). While it was
understood that viruses could integrate in the host genome and cause cancer, it was not
considered possible that the main reason for any kind of cancer could be an infectious
disease (Perović & Sikimić under revision). Today, health officials recommend HPV
vaccination for all girls, and it has recently become understood that the vaccination
can also benefit men. However, between the publication of zur Hausen’s hypothesis
in 1976 and the development of a vaccine in 2006, many years were wasted before
this life-saving discovery was accepted and applied. Only after a substantial number
of argumentative steps and extensive correlative studies between virus infections and
cervical cancer was the ubiquitous hypothesis that cancers are not caused by infectious
diseases defeated. This stands in stark contrast to the most famous cause of cancers:
mutations in oncogenes. For those cancers, almost every gene mutated in a significant
proportion of patients is considered a potential drug target, often raising the attention
of multiple pharmaceutical companies that develop their pipelines in parallel. This
results in several treatment options for many putative targets being studied in clinical
trials in parallel, and therefore before it has been proven that any particular approach
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is suitable to prolong the patient’s life or improve her quality of life.
In contrast to the above non-parsimonious explanation, the scientific community
has fewer acceptance requirements for hypotheses that match their preexisting views.
When Koch first proved that Bacillus anthrax causes anthrax, he only needed two
argumentative steps: first, he established that the microorganism was present in all
patients but not in healthy individuals; second, he showed that he could cause the
disease with the pure, propagated microorganism (Perović & Sikimić under revision).
In conclusion, we can identify some general criteria for evaluating hypotheses about
disease-causing agents, but we cannot find regular principles like the conservation principles guiding discoveries in physics. Additionally, scientific progress in the study of
disease-causing agents does not reach a fast and reliable consensus, because the acceptance of an unexpected or non-parsimonious hypothesis is usually slower, despite the
bigger impact of that hypothesis in the long run. The problem is not the absence of
data, but the disagreement in the research community on the relevance of individual
studies. The citation data might partially reflect this division, but we lack an objective
output parameter with which we could judge the efficiency or inefficiency of projects.
Outsider ideas that are not cited might seed the development of life-saving approaches,
while well-connected researchers promoting established but outdated ideas publish their
papers and reviews in the highly cited journals.

Chapter 6
Empirically calibrated agent-based
models
In the previous chapters we focused on the optimization of scientific inquiry from an
external perspective, by looking at the properties of different research groups and analyzing several specific discoveries in life science. Now we will turn to a third approach
to analyze the scientific endeavor: agent-based models of group dynamics. Agentbased models rely on computer simulations and are used to identify the properties of
a network. They can be used to identify solutions by simulating all possible scenarios
(Ormerod & Rosewell 2009). In every agent-based model individuals or groups are
called agents; they can have different properties (e.g., knowledge, beliefs) and can be
connected with the other members of the model. The simulation is typically run for
a finite number of rounds – phases in which the properties of the agents change, depending on the properties of the other agents. This process is repeated until a clear
picture emerges. Because certain parameters (e.g., the initial beliefs or the updating
process) contain a stochastic element, the simulations can provide general arguments
over a large variety of conditions.
Agent-based models are relatively novel, because they require sufficient computa-
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tional power to model complex phenomena. They are successfully used in many different scientific fields to test hypotheses or discover novel properties. They can be
used to model the spreading of diseases in epidemiology (Kumar et al. 2013), predict
the development of a market in an economy (Farmer & Foley 2009), or study efficient
communication structures of researchers in social epistemology of science (Grim 2009,
Zollman 2007, 2010).
Zollman (2010) modeled the effect of cognitive diversity on the scientific process and
found that transient diversity is most beneficial. Transient diversity means that scientists explore diverse hypotheses for a while but not too long before they reach a consensus. Transient diversity can be reached if scientists start with strong individual beliefs,
or if the communication between scientists is limited (Zollman 2010). Grim (2009)
concluded that, for some scientific questions, it is fruitful to structure the researchers
in loosely connected networks, like the ones dominating the 17th century. Those observations challenge the common opinion that scientific exchange between researchers
supporting rivaling theories is beneficial (Longino 2002). Therefore, these models have
led to intensive discussions among scientists, e.g., (Borg et al. 2017, Rosenstock et al.
2017).
Agent-based models can also be used to detect novel phenomena. For instance,
as mentioned in section 1.1, a group anchoring effect was discovered by Hartmann
& Rafiee Rad (2018). They observed that the first speaker in a deliberation process
disproportionately influences the beliefs of all group members: because the first speaker
talks before anyone else has voiced their opinions, she influences them. Moreover, Frey
& Šešelja (2018a,b) argue that it is desirable for abstract agent-based models to pass
a robustness test under parameter and assumption changes; according to the authors,
robust models can have explanatory value.
Abstract agent-based models can provide good general arguments in favor of a
hypothesis, but in order to apply them to specific questions, empirical calibration is
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beneficial. With the help of data we can test our model, adapt it to fit typical output
data, and understand how big the impact of these parameters is. In physics, we can turn
to the extensive data comparing CERN with other laboratories as well as comparing
the CERN accelerators with each other by Martin and Irvine (Martin & Irvine 1984,
Irvine & Martin 1984b, Martin & Irvine 1984b) and to the analysis of Fermilab projects
by Perović et al. (2016). Both studies used statistical analysis and data-driven methods
to identify efficient projects and the parameters associated with them.
With the help of similar datasets, we can calibrate agent-based models to specific
questions and use them to optimize scientific approaches. Furthermore, we can extend
the reach of the data-driven analysis to hypothetical scenarios. Finally, methods to
empirically validate agent-based models are increasingly discussed in economics, e.g.,
(Fagiolo et al. 2006).
There are various data sources for empirical calibrations: data can be gathered via
qualitative interviews, quantitative studies, mixed methods, etc. For example, qualitative interviews can be used to gain a better understanding of the communication structures within individual research groups as well as in the specific fields. Furthermore,
external data repositories can be very useful. Citation patterns can inform us about
the impact of individual projects and about the flow of knowledge within a community.
Structures of scientific groups can be made available in repositories. For instance, Harnagel (2018) offered an agent-based model enriched with the data on citations and peer
review and argued in favor of randomness in science funding.
Empirically calibrated models can also be used to simulate the internal processes of
research groups and provide arguments to support the robustness of data-mining results
and qualitative interviews. We will provide two examples to illustrate this. First, we
will model the scientific exchange of scientists in high-energy physics. With the group
structures analyzed by Perović et al. (2016) we show that agent-based models reach the
same conclusion, supporting the observation that a smaller number of researchers as
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well as the separation of the researchers into as few groups as possible is beneficial. Such
groups can agree on an interpretation much faster than researchers separated into many
different groups; thus, this structure promotes efficient work and fast publications.
Next, we will turn to experimental biology. We use qualitative interviews to extract
typical team structures and the effect of group performance as assessed by the interviewees. We will model similar structures and can show that our models reproduce the
observations.

6.1

Empirically calibrated agent-based models

Models of scientific inquiry often rely on idealized scenarios. Clearly, the only complete
model would be the real world. However, when we want to understand the impact of
any specific parameter, we need a minimal model that accounts for it. A more complete
model might only camouflage the effect of this parameter. On the other hand, network
structures commonly used for modeling, such as wheels and circles, do not necessarily
resemble the typical communication between scientists in different fields. Thus, we
have to turn towards a data-driven approach. The data on group structures, from
the high energy physics laboratory Fermilab, show that scientists are usually organized
in several teams and members of the same teams communicate more with each other
than with members of other teams. See Figure 6.1 for an illustration of typical group
structures. This illustrates that we should model scientists as groups. Furthermore,
links are usually not equally strong and not necessary bidirectional; for example, the
belief of a professor tends to influence the student more than the belief of the student
influences the professor.
We developed an empirically calibrated agent-based model that can account for
these effects and simulated different aspects of scientific inquiry based on observed team
structures. Firstly, from the data on team structures in the HEP laboratory Fermilab,
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Figure 6.1: Typical and data-motivated group structures. Red circles represent
agents, black lines communication. A-C) Group structures typically seen in the literature. A) Circle: all agents are connected only with neighbors. B) Completely connected
network: every agent is connected with all other agents. C) Random network: every
agent is connected with two other agents at random. D-F) Group structures inspired
by data. D) Centered group: all agents communicate with one head. E) Hierarchical
group: the leader is communicating with several team leaders who in turn communicate
with their students. The students in addition communicate with each other. F) Interacting group leaders: four group leaders communicate with each other and with their
students; in addition the students communicate with each other. To account for hierarchy levels in the model, agents of every group and hierarchy level are always oriented
in a half-circle.
we chose an approximation of how many members research groups had and we also noted
that the scientists were often divided into smaller teams. For this purpose, we used the
group of projects analyzed by Perović et al. (2016), who showed that smaller teams
perform better than bigger ones.1 Just as in Perović et al. (2016), as team members
1

These data are available in the INSPIRE-HEP repository (https://inspirehep.net/).
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we considered scientists working on a project, without their helping stuff. Thus, we are
able to check whether the results of the simulations concur with the previous results by
Perović et al. (2016).
For these simulations every scientist or group of scientists is modeled as an agent.
This agent has different properties and beliefs and is connected with the rest of the
group and the scientific community. The communication network, their prior beliefs,
and the updating mechanism define the outcome of the simulations. In every case, we
will observe the changes in the beliefs of the individual agents. As starting condition,
every agent has a belief normally distributed around the undecided state. They update
their beliefs after talking to every connected scientist. During each round of information
exchange, the receiving agent updates her belief by adding a fraction of the belief of the
communicating agent. We opted for small changes, because scientists most likely do
not communicate all their beliefs in group meetings, but only fractions. For example,
one strongly convinced agent with the belief 0.9 increases the conviction of the receiving
agent by 0.009. Thereby, the belief of the receiving agent can exceed the belief of the
speaker. The communication does not have to be two-directional, because we want
to be able to simulate asynchronous communication, e.g., weekly presentations. This
process repeats itself, and after several rounds these opinions become fixed. In the
figure, we can follow the change in the individual beliefs from a value around 0 to 1 or
-1. We simulated this process 1000 times; summaries of how fast the groups reached a
consensus are provided in the histogram in Figure 6.2.
Two types of group structures dominate the data from Perović et al. (2016). Efficient
project groups were usually small, involving about two teams with few members in each
team. By contrast, inefficient groups were much larger, involving several institutions
(about eight) with a high number of members each (about seven). We illustrate these
two group structures in Figure 6.2. Circles represent the individual researchers (agents)
that are communicating with the other members in the group as well as with the head
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of the group. The interactions are indicated by lines. How the communication and
reasoning work within these groups is illustrated in Figure 6.2. We consider two different
models: a standard model where every agent is updating her belief rationally based on
the beliefs of her peers, and an improved model where the sunk cost bias is considered.
Here agents only change their belief if the evidence for the opposing view is significantly
better than for their original belief. In the model, this is simulated by a threshold of 0.1.
An agent previously disagreeing with a given hypothesis will not immediately change
her opinion when the evidence for the hypothesis is objectively larger than against the
hypothesis, but only when the evidence is at least 10% larger. In Figure 6.2, we show
the beliefs of every agent in three simulations for each condition over 300 rounds. Every
simulation is color-coded. The final belief of all agents in the first simulation (blue) in
the sunk cost bias model is also included in the group structure. Agents believing in
the hypothesis are colored green, while agents who disagree are colored red.
The visualization of the models highlights interesting aspects. In Figure 6.2, we can
observe subgroups that are forming an information bubble that opposes the majority
opinion, similarly to the tonsillectomy example discussed in section 1.1. In the bottomleft chart in Figure 6.2, we see three subgroups, colored in red, which reached the
opposite consensus from the rest of the scientists. This is possible because scientists
within subgroups, i.e., research teams communicate more with each other than with
the rest of the group members.
The new results agree with the data-driven study by Perović et al. (2016). Indeed,
the results of the calibrated simulations show that small research groups, which are
divided into a few teams, reach the consensus faster than bigger research groups with
a larger number of teams (Figure 6.2).
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Figure 6.2: Empirically calibrated models of communication in HEP. Left:
analyzed group structures; agents are represented as red or green dots, connected with
lines. The color of the agent represents her final belief in the first simulation of the
model accounting for the sunk cost bias. Second column: the beliefs of the individual
agents in three simulations (each simulation in its own color) in the standard model.
Third column: the beliefs of the agents in a model accounting for the sunk cost bias.
Right: histogram showing how fast the agents reach a consensus (green with and blue
without sunk cost bias). The results are robust under both modeling conditions.

6.2

Empirically calibrated agent-based models of communication in biology

The number of researchers in a scientific project varies in different fields. In experimental biology, research groups are generally smaller than in HEP. They are also usually
hierarchically structured and can contain several layers of hierarchy. We analyzed three
management styles: centralized, groups with two levels of hierarchy and decentralized
groups (Figure 6.3).2
In centralized groups only one professor communicates and influences all junior
group members. On the other hand, junior researchers do not have the opportunity to
2

The inspiration for these structures came from qualitative interviews and laboratory investigations.
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Figure 6.3: Empirically calibrated models of communication in experimental
biology. On the left side, the analyzed group structures are displayed (the color of
the agent indicates her final belief in one simulation). Second column: individual
beliefs of the agents in three color-coded simulations of the standard model. Third
column: individual beliefs in the model with the constrained communication time.
Fourth column: speed of reaching a consensus. The agents reach the consensus much
faster when they all communicated in each round (blue) than in the model with time
constrains (green). This is particularly evident for the centralized groups.
work together. Such a situation was brought up by one of the interviewed biologists.
The second analyzed structure is the one with two levels of hierarchy. In such a group
professor communicates with several experienced researchers, e.g., postdoctoral research
fellows, who in turn supervise PhD students. This is another typical management style
in larger biological groups.
The last network represents a group of four group leaders with small groups. The
group leaders communicate closely with each other in a complete network. In addition,
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in the last two networks the PhD students are communicating with their peers. In
these simulations, we also included time constraints: agents with many connections
communicate less frequently with their individual connections. For example, a professor
who directly supervises twenty PhD students, will not have time to talk to every single
one of them each week. We simulate this time constrains with a probability function
based on the number of connections of the agents. In each round, two connected agents
only communicate with each other with a probability of one divided by the number of
connected agents. We use the highest number of connected agents, because we consider
that the agent with most connections, e.g., the group leader, is least likely to find the
time to communicate with every individual group member. In our example, a student
has only a 5 % chance to communicate with the professor in each round, even when she
would like to interact with her supervisor more frequently.
As expected, we observe the strongest effect of the introduction of time constrains in
centralized networks. In the standard model, groups converge on a consensus very fast,
because all communication happens over the central node. However, this advantage
disappears fast when we limit communication with strongly connected nodes. In this
scenario, groups stay undecided for long time periods and individual group members
stray in the wrong direction. The impact of this scenario becomes particularly interesting when we compare the efficiency of all group structures in the first 300 rounds. When
we do not consider time constraints the centralized group converges fastest, but otherwise both hierarchical ones perform better. Furthermore, the interconnected groups
perform better than the four groups connected with a single hub. This supports the
policy of separating groups into smaller teams and ensuring the best possible communication between the members. Further work will focus on the effect of external
evidence from unconnected members (e.g., via publications) and the impact of better
communication between junior members from different groups (e.g., via conferences).
These examples show that our agent-based models can reproduce effects observed in
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the data of (Perović et al. 2016) and our qualitative interviews. Our examples highlight
the impact of the choice of group structure. They can be used to assess the likely effect
of changes in management styles.

Chapter 7
Argumentation patterns in life science:
a study of pathogen discoveries
We discussed and analyzed optimization methods in HEP and experimental biology
based on external data. We pointed out that most subfields of experimental biology
are not perfectly suitable for analyses based on citation metrics, because of its nonparsimonious nature (section 5.2). Thus, instead of analyzing experimental biology
based on external data, we investigate argumentation patterns by analyzing internal
data. As we illustrated in section 6.2, empirically calibrated models can be applied
for the optimization of scientific inquiry in the field. Analyzing the scientific process,
qualitative and quantitative interviews, as well as citation patterns, are valuable sources
of data for calibrating such models. In the following chapter, we switch to the analysis of
the internal data on pathogen discoveries. We focus on examples of pathogen discoveries
that are relevant for social epistemology of science because of their great impact in the
field of life science, and because of the complex argumentative exchange among experts
that lead to them.
We are mirroring parsimony with the number of argumentative steps needed for
accepting a hypothesis. The greater the number of argumentative steps, the less par-
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simonious is the hypothesis. A simpler hypothesis requires fewer steps to be justified
than a more complex one, provided that a simpler hypothesis needs to take into account fewer parameters. For instance, in the 17th century, the heliocentric hypothesis
required fewer parameters than the geocentric one, which used eccentrics, epicycles,
deferents, and equants (Weinert 2008).
We will discuss three breakthrough results in pathogenesis research that were awarded
a Nobel Prize. The first is the discovery of protease-resistant protein (PrP); the second
is the discovery of the relation between peptic ulcer and Helicobacter pylori ; and the
third one is the finding that viruses can participate in causing cancer, specifically, we
will address the case of the Human papillomavirus (HPV). PrP causes several infections
degenerative diseases of the nervous system, such as Creutzfeldt-Jakob, bovine spongiform encephalopathy, and Scrapie disease. Helicobacter and HPV are each responsible
for about 5% of cancer associated deaths worldwide. All cause life-threatening diseases,
but studies supporting the claim that they are disease-causing agents were neglected
by the scientific community for long periods of time, resulting in unnecessary delays in
the understanding and treatment of the diseases. We will analyze why the acceptance
of the correct hypothesis was delayed and how a plurality of approaches can help to
elucidate complex mechanisms.
We focus on these cases because findings of disease-causing agents are usually only
accepted if the discovery follows Koch’s postulates – even though it was necessary
to adapt them to account for the novel mechanisms discovered by Stanley Prusiner
(prions), Barry Marshall and Robin Warren (Helicobacter ), and Harald zur Hausen
(HPV).
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Koch’s postulates

Koch’s postulates have been very valuable for establishing the causality between an
infectious agent and a disease, especially in the 19th century after the role of bacteria
in the development of diseases was understood. We follow the standard formulation of
the postulates, as presented in (Tabrah 2011):
“1. The organism must be shown to be invariably present in characteristic form and
arrangement in the diseased tissue.
2. The organism, which from its relationship to the diseased tissue appears to be
responsible for the disease, must be isolated and grown in pure culture.
3. The pure culture must be shown to induce the disease experimentally.
4. The organism should be re-isolated from the experimentally infected subject.”
(Tabrah 2011) p. 144.
The postulates are illustrated in Figure 7.1. The pathogen is first isolated from sick
individuals (1), grown in pure culture (2), used to infect an individual (3), and reisolated from this new individual (4).
Even though the postulates were widely accepted and a helpful guideline for establishing causality, scientists had severe problems to show every single point for most
diseases and modified the guidelines over time. From a contemporary perspective, each
postulate can be challenged. The discovery of viruses, which require a living host and
therefore, cannot grow in pure culture, led to the modifications of Koch’s postulates.
Furthermore, already Koch himself realized that the third postulate might be too strict,
because he and many others failed to fulfill it for pathogens which were strongly associated with diseases, e.g., like the Vibrio cholerae bacterium with cholera. The first
postulate was also challenged by new findings. Firstly, not every infection leads to disease symptoms: in a study in 1955 with infants, Huebner found viruses in infants, who
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Figure 7.1: Illustration of Koch’s principles.
were not showing any symptoms (Evans 1976). Furthermore, it was recognized that
some diseases such as acute respiratory syndromes, could be caused by several different
agents, while other diseases, such as swine influenza, require the synergistic action of
two agents (a virus and a bacterium). Thus, in the sixties it was recognized that the
nature of the agent, as well as the status of the host, play a role in the development of
diseases (Evans 1976).
The fourth postulate, requiring the re-isolation of the organism was added later
on (Tabrah 2011). Interestingly, this was more likely fulfilled by the famous French
microbiologist Louis Pasteur. He had a dispute with Koch who first demonstrated
causality in the case of anthrax. While Koch argued that his isolation in the year
1876 was sufficient and that the demand to isolate bacilli from every contaminant is
impossible, Pasteur argued that the only conclusive evidence of causality was the passing
of the organisms to successive animals and cultures (Carter 2003). Because the passing
through successive animals requires the re-isolation, Pasteur’s evidence would more
closely follow what later was called Koch’s fourth postulate. Koch’s postulates became
received views on pathogenesis. Even though Koch himself noticed the limitations of his
methodology and admitted that the third postulate cannot always be fulfilled, many
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researchers followed his work blindly (Rivers 1937). Thus, Koch’s postulates can be
considered as dogmas which even hindered the research on viruses (Rivers 1937, Keyes
1999).
Based on Koch’s first postulate, detecting a high percentage of microorganisms in
sick organisms in opposition to healthy ones, is sufficient for establishing the correlation
between an infectious disease and a microorganism. For instance, in the case of anthrax,
Koch detected bacilli in sick patients, which he used as evidence for the correlation
between the bacilli and the disease. More importantly, according to Koch’s second
postulate, in order to show that there is a causal connection, i.e., to show that an
organism causes the infectious disease, the organism has to be grown in pure culture
and subjects should be infected with it. He successfully performed this task for anthrax,
tuberculosis, and many more. From the external structural perspective, we are talking
about four argumentative steps that show the correlation and the causal connection
between a microorganism and an infectious disease.

7.2

Misfolded proteins as infectious agents

Prion diseases are neurodegenerative infectious diseases affecting different mammals.
The infamous bovine spongiform encephalopathy, commonly known as mad cow disease,
belongs to this group. It had an outbreak during the ’90s in the United Kingdom and
it is responsible for a variant of the Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease – a human version of
a prion caused neurodegenerative disease (Will et al. 1996). Prions as disease-causing
agents violate Koch’s second postulate that all infectious diseases can be grown in pure
culture.
Prions do not propagate by an internal mechanism, they cannot grow or divide
on their own, they are misfolded proteins inducing the misfolding of the same protein
in the brain of the host. This triggers a chain reaction causing a range of diseases,
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most famously the mad cow disease and the Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease. Koch did only
know bacteria as infectious agents and was fully aware that it might be difficult or even
impossible to grow an agent in pure culture as we have seen above.
Even though the need of viruses for a host cell was well understood in the eighties
when Prusiner published his first discoveries, the scientific community was reluctant
to accept his findings. Prusiner found it hard to convince the scientific community
that a protein can be responsible for an infectious disease and in took in total 38
years for the protein hypothesis to get accepted (Soto 2011). The hypothesis was
initially published in 1967 and received strong support in 1997 when Prusiner won the
Nobel Prize. However, only in 2005, when infected mice with in vitro generated prions
showed the symptoms of the disease (Castilla et al. 2005), the scientific community was
convinced about a novel disease-causing agent and refuted Koch’s second postulate.
Koch’s dogma is more general and simpler than the hypothesis that infectious diseases can also be caused by something else than a self-propagating organism. Therefore,
in order to accept a simple correlation between the protein and an infectious disease,
Prusiner and his team made six argumentative steps (Prusiner 1982, Soto 2011). First,
they showed that the disease-causing agent does not react to treatments that destroy
nucleic acids. This was very surprising, as all infectious diseases known so far were
caused by viruses or bacteria which require intact nucleic acids. Second, Prusiner and
his team showed that the disease-causing agent could be killed by a protein destroying
treatment. With filtrations, they further demonstrated that the disease-causing agent
is as small as a protein. Another observation concerned the first postulate. The problem was that the prion protein was also present in healthy organisms. Therefore, they
assumed that the disease-causing protein had some special feature – a different folding.
Finally, scientists expressed the protein with a different folding and were able to
infect mice with it. These mice showed symptoms of the disease (Castilla et al. 2005,
Soto 2011). The dogma that all infectious diseases are caused by bacteria or viruses was
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Figure 7.2: Illustration of the discovery of prions.
refuted because of these experimental results. The adjusted scheme of Koch’s postulates
for prions summarizes this (Figure 7.2). Prions were detected in sick individuals (1), a
genetically encoded variant which misfolds autonomously was identified (2), this variant
was synthesized in pure culture (3), and used to infect mice (4).
These argumentative steps, together with the previous four steps that showed the
correlation, are widely accepted by the life science community as evidence that PrP
causes an infectious disease. Also, the fifth result (expression of the protein) is analogous to the requirement of the second Kochs principle, i.e., growing an organism in pure
culture, while the sixth result corresponds to Koch’s third postulate of infecting the subjects. Thus, the difference between parsimonious explanation and the non-parsimonious
one is in showing the correlation between two factors.
While in the case of an expected and uniform solution, i.e., Koch’s solution, the
correlation step is immediate, an unexpected discovery requires more testing before the
hypothesis becomes reasonable from the perspective of a scientific jury. This might be
a justifiable acceptance requirement. However, the epistemic worthiness of pursuing a
hypothesis should be evaluated in a different way. We turn to this question later.
From a formal point of view, we can identify six argumentation points. On the
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other hand, discoveries that follow Koch’s postulates (e.g., the observation that a specific organism is responsible for a disease) are much quicker accepted by the scientific
community. For example, the scientific community accepted Koch’s evidence in favor
of a bacillus causing anthrax after just two arguments. Firstly, he demonstrated the
correlation between the presence of Bacillus anthracis and the disease, i.e., the presence
of bacillus in sick tissue. Secondly, in order to argue for the causal relationship, he was
able to induce the disease in healthy organisms.

7.3

The discovery of Helicobacter pylori

Helicobacter pylori causes gastric cancer and is the second most common cause of
cancer-related deaths, killing about 700 000 people worldwide per year. Its manifestation usually follows the development of peptic ulcer. For decades scientists and medical
practitioners focused on acid disbalances in the stomach as the cause for ulcer, treating
it with drugs reducing the acidity to reduce the symptoms. The discovery that Helicobacter pylori is responsible for peptic ulcer and gastric cancer was not hampered by
problems to grow the agent in pure culture (Koch’s second postulate) but by difficulties
showing Helicobacter in the diseased tissue (Koch’s first postulate).
After the long battle between two hypotheses, one stating that the peptic ulcer
disease is caused by stomach acidity and the other stating that the main cause of the
disease is a bacterium, Warren and Marshall received the Nobel Prize 2005 for their
results in favor of the latter. During the course of years the bacterial hypothesis had
several results in its favor. However, the possibility that bacteria could survive in the
stomach was largely disregarded by scientists supporting the acid hypothesis.
Already in the 19th century, scientists observed bacteria-like organisms in the stomach, e.g., Klebs detected bacteria in gastric glands (Fukuda 2002), while Bizzozero registered the presence of spiral organisms in the stomachs of dogs (Figura & Bianciardi
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2002), etc. Clearly, these results were not conclusive, but were showing the possibility
of bacteria surviving in the stomach, and thus that they may be responsible for the
peptic ulcer disease.
At the same time, there were results that supported the acid hypothesis. For instance, Schwarz observed the high acidity in patients diagnosed with ulcer (FatovićFerenčić & Banić 2011). And after performing over 1000 biopsies, Palmer published
that he did not observe any colonizing bacteria (Palmer 1954). He concluded that bacteria cannot live in the acidic stomach environment. In his investigation Palmer used
hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining, which was insufficient for noticing bacteria in
the stomach. Šešelja & Straßer (2014) claim that Palmer used the suboptimal staining
method, even though the research at the time already indicated that this method would
not be the most promising one. At the time, there were already publications available
showing that silver staining is superior when it comes to the detection of spirochetes
in the gastric mucosa (Šešelja & Straßer 2014). In addition, he did not show a positive
control, that would be the successful identification of artificially introduced bacteria,
nowadays an absolute requirement for a publication showing any negative result. Still,
Palmer’s research was so influential that the acid hypothesis prevailed for years.
We talk about the primary and most relevant factor for causing peptic ulcer. However, it should be noted that ulcers can have different causes, not only bacterial,
e.g., they can be caused by anti-inflammatory treatments, or can be induced by acid
(Šešelja & Straßer 2014). Moreover, gastric acid hypersecretion promotes the colonization of ulcer (Malfertheiner et al. 2009). Thereby, acid and H. pylori promote the
development of the disease synergistically. Also, the healing is accelerated when acid
suppressants are given in addition to antibiotics. However, acids are not considered
to be an independent cause for ulcer in humans anymore (Malfertheiner et al. 2009).
Palmer’s research resulted in a dogma that no bacteria can live in the stomach. Because
of his results, further investigations in favor of the second hypothesis stopped (Zollman
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2010). Still, the previous results showing the presence of bacteria in the stomach contradicted Palmer’s dominant results. Moreover, the dogma was built on a paper, which
methodology could have been questioned already at the time of publication (Šešelja &
Straßer 2014). On the other hand, Palmer tested his staining method in rhesus monkeys
and concluded that spirochetes were easily detectable (Palmer 1954). In order to show
a correlation between the bacteria and the disease, Warren and Marshall first had to
refute Palmer’s result. They used different methods in order to mark bacteria in the
stomach. Finally, Warren and Marshall were able to grow Helicobacter pylori in pure
culture and infect subjects, including Marshall himself, who afterwards showed early
symptoms of peptic ulcer. This demonstration was in accordance with Koch’s second
postulate. However, because developing ulcer lasts for years and it is very dangerous,
the causal relation has only been demonstrated between the bacterium and the early
stage of the disease (Marshall 2001). Thagard (1988) claims that, though Marshall
infecting himself with the disease had a large impact in the public eye, the scientific
community was convinced only after curing the ulcer by antibiotics.
In this discovery no clear law of parsimony was violated. Instead, we have the case
of reasoning that neglected some of the evidence. If all results were given the same
weight, Palmer’s dogma would have been questioned earlier. In this example, we see
the potential benefits of argumentation analysis in life science. Argumentation analysis
using the known results gives a different insight than the prevailing scientific opinion at
the time. The arguments are presented and evaluated neutrally, e.g., without a fieldspecific bias or research bias towards simpler explanations. This enables us to make
a more realistic evaluation of their strength. Interestingly, when Marshall submitted
his report to the Australian gastroenterology society in 1983, the report was rejected,
because this scientific community was skeptical about his results. However, he had
the chance to present the results at a workshop in the field of microbiology. Here, his
results raised substantial interest among bacteriologists (Thagard 1988). This raises
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a question which reasons, e.g., epistemic or non-epistemic, shaped the opinion of the
gastroenterological community, to rule out Marshall’s research as not worth pursuing.
The question of whether a hypothesis is worth pursuing is relevant not only for new
hypotheses, but also for already accepted or overthrown ones (Nickles 2006). Nickles (2006) argues that heuristic appraisal considers the potential fertility of a theory,
research funding, availability of technical equipment, etc. Assessing how promising a
theory is, differs from the criteria for its acceptance, since the prospective values of a
theory do not coincide with the ones relevant for the acceptance (Whitt 1992). Examples of the acceptance values are adequacy of the explanation, explanatory power,
problem-solving effectiveness, etc., while establishing the prospective values is about
assessing how promising a theory is, i.e., whether it is worth pursuing (Whitt 1992).
Šešelja et al. (2012) discuss the distinction between practical and epistemic aspects of
pursuit worthiness, as well as the distinction between individual and communal reasons
for a scientific pursuit. In (Whitt 1992) the claim of asymmetry is supported by the
following example. Even though, several theories can be evaluated as worth pursuing, usually only one theory gets accepted as adequate. Practical worthiness concerns
factors such as the technical realizability of a research, and social pressure in a given
work context. In the presented examples of pathogen discoveries, we abstracted from
technical restrictions. However, because forming the novel hypotheses took a substantial time (years), it is plausible to assume that the social pressure played a role in
the assessment of their pursuit worthiness. This could be a reason why the gastroenterology community was closed for Marshall’s results. (Šešelja et al. 2012) explain the
individual pursuit worthiness in terms of a research directive, while the communal pursuit worthiness can be seen as an evaluative stance. The individual assessment of the
pursuit worthiness will usually include both epistemic and non-epistemic goals, while
the communal assessment should abstract from the individual goals. Instead, the communal assessment should ideally focus on epistemic values (Šešelja et al. 2012). From
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the communal perspective, having in mind the complex nature of pathogenesis, it is
epistemically beneficial to pursue diverse paths.

7.4

A cancer causing virus

The last discovery of a disease-causing agent we will discuss is the human papillomavirus (HPV). It causes almost all cervical cancer and the vast majority of anal and
oropharyngeal cancers, making it responsible for about 5% of all cancers worldwide.
Because cancers are mainly caused by a few aggressive subtypes, the knowledge of the
mechanism resulted in the development of potent vaccines which have the potential to
rescue hundreds of thousands of lives every year.
When zur Hausen’s team discovered that the human papillomavirus (HPV) is the
primary cause of cervix cancer they also had significant difficulties to fulfill Koch’s first
postulate, i.e. to identify the pathogen in diseased tissue (zur Hausen 2009). Even
though the possibility that a virus can cause cancer in chicken was understood already
(and Francis Rous was awarded the Nobel Prize for the research he conducted on
this matter in the twenties), the community stayed skeptic towards the idea that it
could have such an impact on human health. It was still not considered that human
cancers can be triggered by infections. Therefore, showing a simple correlation between
the disease-causing agent and the disease took a substantial number of argumentative
steps. The uniform hypothesis that cancers are not infectious was defeated by a nonparsimonious one, which accounts for exceptions. Zur Hausen found that 70% of cervical
cancers contained either the HPV subtypes HPV 16 or HPV 18. Unfortunately, the
scientific community was not convinced when his group presented the work in 1983
on the Second International Conference on Papilloma Viruses, in part because of the
language barrier during the questions (Cornwall 2013). Later an important convincing
factor was the replication of the results by Peter Howley with whom they shared their
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samples early on (Cornwall 2013). Zur Hausen’s final triumph was the development of
a life-saving vaccine.
Especially when new claims attack received views, the community values the independent replication of the results very highly. Still, it should be noted that before the
development of the vaccine, zur Hausen’s research was based on correlation.
We understand the principle of parsimony as a useful method for finding adequate
theories (Kelly 2004, 2007). For instance, the parsimony principle is a base-line principle in phylogenetics, which states that ‘if all other parameters are the same, the best
explanation is the one that makes the smallest number of evolutionary changes necessary’. This method is efficient for the reconstruction of phylogenetic trees as discussed
in chapter 5. Also, in many cases Koch’s principles were efficient methods for identifying disease-causing agents. Yet, the discoveries of some disease-causing agents, did
not concur with the simple and general principles, and thus required testing diverse
hypotheses. Though it is reasonable that unexpected discoveries require more testing
before being accepted, the simplicity of a hypothesis is not equally epistemically beneficial in every research field. For instance, the application of the parsimony criterion
to philosophical questions was criticized by Huemer (2009), because it is often unclear
which philosophical view is more complex, using as examples the nominalism/realism
and physicalism/dualism debate. Longino (1996) argues in favor of heterogeneity in
economics, because it is beneficial for a feminist epistemology. For instance, a heterogeneous ontology of a household makes gender relations more visible. Longino goes
further and argues that the simplicity of a theory cannot be a purely cognitive value,
unless we assume the simplicity of the universe. While phylogenetics can be regarded
as a theory with a high degree of uniformity, pathogenesis does not experience the same
degree of regular behavior. The presented examples support this claim. Moreover, disease causes can often be cofactorial (several interconnected factors at the same time)
and multifactorial (several independent factors). From the perspective of the scientific
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community working on pathogenesis it is epistemically beneficial to pursue diverse and
complex hypotheses.

7.5

Parkinson’s disease and bacteria

Parkinson’s disease is a neurological disorder that was initially described by James
Parkinson in the 19th century. The disease is caused by a poorly understood complicated interplay of genetic and environmental factors (Kalia & Lang 2015). Moreover,
the symptoms vary and at least two subtypes of the disease can be defined: tremordominant and non-tremor-dominant Parkinson’s disease. The clinical diagnostics is
based on motor performance tests but reaches only a sensitivity of 90%. The gold
standard for diagnosing the disease is still the observation of Lewy bodies in the brain
(which is done post-mortem). It is still unclear if the Lewy bodies are only correlated
with the disease, or if they are part of its cause.
The risk of developing Parkinson’s disease is considered to be multifactorial. Environmental risk factors include pesticide exposure and prior head injury; furthermore,
some dozen gene loci have been implicated in Parkinson’s disease (Kalia & Lang 2015).
Moreover, some environmental and genetic factors act synergistically. Some novel results indicate a correlation between Parkinson’s disease and bacteria in the intestines
(Sampson et al. 2016). These results demonstrated a role for gut bacteria in a complex
neurodegenerative disease. The research was conducted on mice that were genetically
modified to be more prone to the disease. Sampson and his team showed that mice
growing without contact with microbiota rarely develop the disease. Moreover, the
chance that mice treated with antibiotics develop the disease is low. Finally, the reintroduction of microbiota or their metabolites triggers the disease.
These results represent only initial steps in discovering which pathogen factors influence Parkinson’s disease. For instance, the results cannot pinpoint any particular
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gut bacterium. The remaining logical possibilities of the disease causes are numerous,
e.g., a combination of gut bacteria might be responsible for the disease, or combined
genetic factors and bacteria might be responsible, etc. As in the example of oncoviruses
and Helicobacter pylori, the prevailing hypothesis was that Parkinson’s disease is not
infectious. However, a diverse approach in hypotheses that includes testing the bacterial hypothesis is a promising path for exploring complex causal patterns responsible
for neurodegenerative diseases, which remains enigmatic until today. Undoubtedly, the
diverse hypotheses in this domain are epistemically worth pursuing. Moreover, the
graphical representation of the results, both the ones based on the genetic and the ones
based on the bacterial hypothesis, might be helpful for examining the plurality of factors that neurodegenerative diseases most likely have, since it can help in understanding
their interplay, as well as avoiding potential reasoning mistakes that might occur in the
complex argument exchange. Here, we only indicate this possibility.

7.6

Summary

As we have discussed in chapter 5, citation metrics of projects in experimental biology
can be misleading. Therefore, we focused on analyzing the internal data of particular
projects to study the factors promoting or impeding scientific discoveries. Internal data
on important results can help us understand scientific reasoning and belief formation. A
further use of analyzing case studies in experimental biology can be gathering data for
an empirical calibration of formal models, e.g., for representing epistemic landscapes.
The presented Nobel Prize winning discoveries had a great impact on science and
medicine. Yet, these discoveries required novel approaches and followed a unique path.
By analyzing them we can point out similarities and differences in the scientific approach
to pathogen discoveries that were defeating received views.
In the case of prion diseases, the general received view has been directly refuted by a
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single-case hypothesis, demonstrating that the simplicity and generality of the received
view did not lead to its accuracy. In the case of the discovery of Helicobacter pylori, using
argument reconstruction, we have demonstrated that some evidence was neglected.
Furthermore, it is important to question received views and the interpretation of old
results like the ones from Palmer, which were not performed as stringent as it would
be expected in contemporary biology. When considering the epistemic goal of finding
the most adequate disease cause, the investigation of diverse hypotheses, even if they
appeared fringe at first, is beneficial. Thus, the novel approach, which explores the
connections between microorganisms and Parkinson’s disease seems worth pursuing,
and it might be a part of a more complex explanation that will require complex scientific
argument exchange.

Chapter 8
Benefits and limitations of data-driven
analyses
For the purpose of social epistemology of science data can be collected both from the
scientists themselves discussing their experiences, and from external observations about
their scientific practice and outputs. These data need to be curated and interpreted
carefully. Finally, adequate algorithms should be applied for their processing.

8.1

Data collection

We are witnessing a shift in philosophy of science towards naturalization in the context
of experimental philosophy (Daly 2010, Knobe & Nichols 2017). This naturalization
means that data are relevant and informative for the philosophical endeavor. Quantitative and qualitative research represents a valuable data source when it comes to the
optimization of scientific reasoning. Quantitative research involves different types of
surveys and questionnaires. The main benefit of quantitative analyses is that the obtained results should be statistically justified. With qualitative interviews, however, one
can detect topics that scientists find most problematic and bring up themselves (Hangel
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& Schickore 2017, Wagenknecht et al. 2015, Wagenknecht 2016). Qualitative research
is thus a great source for detecting values in science, challenges that scientists face, or
assessing their work conditions. Moreover, when interviewees are limited to filling in an
online questionnaire they cannot elaborate further on their answers. We cannot track
their reactions or ask them additional explanatory questions. The most comprehensive
way of gathering results is using the mixed-methods which combine quantitative and
qualitative techniques in various ways. For instance, after the analysis of survey results,
qualitative interviews can be conducted to get deeper insights into the answers obtained
in the survey. Comprehensive studies, which make use of mixed-methods, represent a
rich data source for further optimizations of the scientific environment. After understanding what scientists need and complain about, we are in the position to improve
their work conditions.
A different approach to data collection is the creation of online repositories with
external data such as projects’ structures and resulting papers. All these data require
curation. Moreover, there is a question of how much data should be made public
without invading the privacy of individual researchers.
An additional problem represents the fact that private companies are not necessarily motivated to share their research data. Yet, this would be very valuable and it
is important to encourage data availability. For this purpose, intermediate solutions
can be found. For example, in order to motivate pharmaceutic companies to share
their data, the European Medical Agency (EMA), the institution responsible for the
approval of drugs in the European Union, invited drug developers to discuss confidential information about their Alzheimer’s disease programs. Under this protection, the
companies were willing to share private knowledge and helped the EMA to improve
their regulation and help in the design of clinical studies. This approach is far away
from an open science approach but it at least allowed a limited exchange of ideas which
already helped the participants and will hopefully lead to faster development of effective
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treatments (Alteri & Guizzaro 2018). A similar approach could be applied to facilitate
the gathering of the external data about research in industries.

8.2

Practical and theoretical consequences of data availability

When we work with real world data we have to be careful. First, we must evaluate the
quality of the data. Second, we must protect the privacy if we work with data which
can be associated with individual people.
The quality of the data might be compromised for several reasons. For example,
when data is collected only from a few sources, they might be biased towards special
institutions or people. Furthermore, they can be influenced by other factors such as the
historical context. When the data is collected over longer time periods the meaning of
some properties might change (e.g., the value of PhD titles or author list standards)
(Sikimić 2017).
Data privacy is another concern. To make research transparent and reproducible,
the sharing of data is indispensable. However, when we use real world data, also from
public resources, we have to consider negative consequences for the people involved. For
example, when we analyze research projects and highlight some as inefficient, people
involved in those projects might fear negative consequences. It is our task as researchers
to exclude this possibility, for example, by encoding personal data (Sikimić 2017).
Also, examining projects after a time distance has smaller practical implications
on the academic careers of the involved scientists. Perović et al. (2016) performed the
analysis on data from the eighties and nineties, to be able to estimate their long-term
impact; they did not influence the career perspectives of the researchers involved. In
addition, they were able to draw general conclusions, which could allow a more efficient
distribution of resources and can improve the knowledge acquisition in science. A
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responsible and transparent science policy increases both the epistemic efficiency and
support by the scientific community.

8.3

Limitations of data-driven models

The empirical calibration of models of scientific inquiry and interaction is beneficial
in order to understand the scope of the model, i.e., to understand in which cases this
model is applicable. A complete model would be too complex to be useful. However,
a model has to be able to reproduce the most important aspects of the process it is
supposed to represent. For example, when the observations show that large groups
are less efficient, the model has to show the same trend. Hypothesis-driven models
can sometimes be questioned from the methodogical side. Alexander et al. (2015)
questioned the results of Weisberg & Muldoon (2009) and pointed out some problems
in the algorithms. Rosenstock et al. (2017) questioned the results from Zollman (2007,
2010), arguing that the results hold only under certain assumptions.
An advantage of data-driven models is the clear reach of the findings.

While

hypothesis-driven research can be used to support general conclusions about optimal
team structures, e.g., (Kitcher 1990, Zollman 2007), data-driven models unambiguously
apply to certain scenarios. However, one has to keep in mind that a data-driven model
will most likely only make meaningful predictions about very similar scenarios. It can
only be applied to the scenarios for which data are available. In fact, the unavailability
of a sufficient amount of high-quality data is one of the main factors currently limiting
the wider introduction of data-driven models.
Further problems hindering the development of data-driven models include different biases. These included sampling biases, cultural biases, measurement biases and
algorithm biases. A sampling bias occurs when the training data is not balanced (e.g.,
in terms of ethnicity) (Zliobaite 2015). Similarly, the cultural bias is observed when
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we train an algorithm on biased data. In this case, automatically derived semantics
will reflect the same biases as humans. For example, machine learning algorithms can
associate certain occupations with a specific gender, if the training data was biased
(Caliskan et al. 2017). A measurement bias occurs when the device or method used for
the generation of the data is suboptimal. In order to overcome it, one has to consider
the sources of the training data. For example, the tumor staging methods in radiology
and pathology do not always reach the same conclusion (Anderson et al. 2017), thus
using the results in a machine learning algorithms without considering the differences
could lead to a measurement bias. The last bias we want to mention is the algorithm
bias. It is independent of the training data, rather it is encoded in the algorithm. A
typical example is an algorithm which considers one option before the other. Because of
this procedure, the algorithm would more likely classify novel datasets into the first category and would only compare them with the second category if no match is previously
found (Dietterich & Kong 1995).
Another problem that requires philosophical consideration is the comparability of
different populations. For example, Mutz et al. (2017) used Stochastic Frontier Analysis
and measured the efficiency of research projects in different fields, both in natural and
social sciences. However, if we use data from very different fields, we have to account
for different styles, traditions, and necessities. Citation metrics are field dependent,
publications in experimental biology or cancer research are typically cited much more
frequently than publication in, e.g., philosophy. Moreover, as explained in section 5.2,
citation metrics are not an equally good measure of efficiency in every field. Perović
& Sikimić (under revision) argued that disciplines such as plant biology do not exhibit
the same reliable inductive pattern as experimental physics or phylogenetics, which in
turn indicates that the citation metrics have a weaker predictive power of efficiency in
the field. In life science, the reproducibility crisis causes that consensus on the results
is not long-lasting and very reliable, e.g., Pusztai et al. (2013).
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Though a very powerful tool, a data-driven approach should be applied carefully,
eliminating biases from the data and algorithms. Also, before the application of datamining algorithms, it is important to check whether the available data is comparable
and informative for the desired research goal. Data-driven approaches are useful for
the questions in social epistemology of science. Once initial criteria are met, using
data-driven analysis one can get predictions about optimal team structure, the optimal
number of researchers, project duration, communication frequency among researchers,
etc.

8.4

Summary

Data-driven analyses are useful for studying “science of science” because they have a
clear interpretation. Still, there are several important steps that need to be addressed
when using external data. Firstly, it is important to gather representative data, carefully
curate them and make them widely accessible. If this is not possible, also a limited
accessibility can be helpful. In this process, it is important to take the necessary
measures to protect the privacy of the scientists. Secondly, biases from the datasets
should be removed as much as possible. Thirdly, algorithms need to be applied in a
meaningful way, e.g., only on comparable datasets.

Chapter 9
Conclusions and further research
9.1

Conclusions

We have examined data-driven approaches in the field of social epistemology of science. Apart from being used internally within scientific disciplines, data are a valuable
resource for optimizing scientific inquiry. In this sense, data contribute to making
informed judgments about science policy.
There are several ways to incorporate data into the philosophical analysis of scientific
inquiry. These include, among others:
• Data-mining techniques,
• Qualitative and quantitative studies,
• Empirically calibrated models, and
• Analyses of argumentation patterns.
We argue that data-driven analyses require a field-specific approach, since different rules and metrics apply in different scientific disciplines. The focus of the present
research was on high energy physics and experimental biology. The research in high energy physics exhibits a relatively parsimonious nature, which is mirrored by the machine
106
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learning algorithms used to describe the pattern of discoveries in this field. Citation
rates are a relatively reliable metric to keep track of research in the field, because consensus is reached relatively quickly and remains stable over the years. Additionally,
the use of expensive equipment and the application process for its use guarantees that
experiments in high energy physics are almost unique. Finally, experts mainly cite
positive results from their field, which all led us to the conclusion that citation metrics
can be used as an efficiency parameter in the field. However, the same does not hold in
the majority of areas of biology. Generally, it is not advisable to use citation metrics as
the efficiency parameter for research in biology (Perović & Sikimić under revision). On
the other hand, case studies of scenarios in experimental biology are a valuable source
of data about the epistemic exchange in the field.
In chapter 7 we analyzed cases in which non-parsimonious hypotheses challenged
received views on pathogenesis, and noted that cognitive diversity is advantageous for
making discoveries in circumstances when the epistemic landscape requires outside-thebox thinking.
In chapter 3 we discussed data-driven analyses of the efficiency of projects in HEP.
Since citation metrics in HEP are a relatively reliable measure of project efficiency, datadriven approaches based on them can be fruitful. Perović et al. (2016) and Sikimić
et al. (2018) used data from Fermilab to establish optimal team structures in HEP
laboratories and determine an epistemic saturation point in the duration of experiments.
They showed that efficient projects are usually relatively small, both in the number
of researchers and in the number of research teams. The results from Perović et al.
(2016) that smaller teams outperform large ones agree with the conclusions of the
empirically calibrated models of scientific interaction in HEP that we presented in
chapter 6. With the help of our agent-based model, we showed that collaborations
involving several medium-sized teams have problems reaching a consensus. Individual
teams easily form beliefs that differ from the beliefs of the other teams. The reason for
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this becomes obvious in the agent-based models: scientists generally communicate more
with members from their team than with members from other teams, so the influence
of their close peers outweighs the influence of the rest of the group.
Empirically calibrated models of scientific inquiry and data-driven analyses such as
DEA require data collection. In chapter 2, we highlighted how these data could be
generated or acquired and briefly discussed the potential of open data to transform
scientific disciplines and social epistemology of science. Well-curated datasets are a
valuable resource for all scientists, but even the best data sources require a thorough
philosophical evaluation to account for biases and variations in data collection.
Finally, the results presented and discussed in this thesis could be relevant for science
policy. The data-driven studies by Perović et al. (2016) and Sikimić et al. (2018) can
promote an improved allocation of resources. They highlight an epistemic saturation
point for the duration of experiments in HEP and optimal team structures. These
results might help reviewers to evaluate the potential of projects in HEP and guide
researchers to adopt better team structures for their laboratories. Similarly, we have
elaborated on the methods that can be used as adequate tools for the optimization
of scientific reasoning in experimental biology. Therefore, we hope to contribute with
this thesis to the discussion about communication processes in science and promote
data-driven approaches as a useful tool in philosophy of science.

9.2

Further directions

The data-driven approach to social epistemology of science requires interdisciplinary
research that combines philosophy with psychology, computer science, data science,
and other disciplines. In order to advance the field of data-driven social epistemology
of science, we suggest a project with a wide and interdisciplinary scope.
For further research, we plan to develop more sophisticated, empirically calibrated
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models that will capture fine-grained updating procedures and epistemic landscapes.
Moreover, in order to collect data about scientific interaction, researchers from the
University of Belgrade and the Ruhr University of Bochum have created the Optimist
platform (Optimist 2018).1 The aim of the collaboration is to make the research process
both more human and more efficient. As the first step, a survey about work conditions
in HEP was launched. Qualitative interviews and mixed methods combining qualitative
interviews and quantitative surveys are also a valuable source of data for social epistemology of science; therefore, information from interviews with experimental biologists
about the epistemic practices in their field, conducted by some of the Optimist group
members are used for empirically calibrated models.
Finally, processing a larger dataset of Fermilab projects would enable us to use
predictive machine learning algorithms. The idea of predictive analysis is to reveal
whether an experiment will be efficient exclusively based on data from the project
proposal (e.g., the number of researchers and teams involved, expected duration, or
necessary funding). Moreover, a predictive analysis should also indicate which way
each parameter of an inefficient project should be modified. In this way, both the
researchers themselves and funding agencies can optimize their projects. Philosophical
considerations represent an important part of the listed approaches, since the motivation
for this research and the research questions arise from the philosophy of science.

1

For additional information please consult: <http://www.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/optimist-survey/>.
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